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OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKED

member, they performed under the name The
Elastic Band. Andy was now playing lead guitar;
Tony played bass guitar but suddenly left to get
married, getting a good job too, in his father-inlaw's business enterprise; Tony was replaced by
Andy's brother; the new drummer was not a local
lad so I never knew his name, but he didn't last
long and was replaced by a lad called Sean, once
the drummer in Jimmy Cliff’s band, The
Vagabonds.

(but it went a-begging).
(This is it, the final instalment of Murray Robinson’s
recollections of his rockin’ history).

About a month before our demise, we played The
Place, a club in The Potteries. We'd given our
usual enthusiastic performance but, back in the
dressing room, Ted and Roy began arguing about
The Elastic Band had a single released during
being committed to the band's future and attitude.
1968, and it was entitled ‘Think Of You Baby’. It
It was getting so heated and then, the next thing
didn't make the charts but it received considerable
we knew, they were trading blows. Fortunately, we
airplay on Radio One. They also released an
were able to stop this fracas before it got too out
album, appeared on "The Old Grey Whistle Test",
of hand, but we needed to
and looked set fair. Then Ted
have our monthly "diary"
had an offer from Love Affair,
meeting brought forward in
and upped and left, to replace
order to clear the air. The next
Steve Ellis. Ted changed his
rehearsal night was cancelled,
stage name to Gus Yeadon,
and in its place was the
by shortening his other
meeting. We were all invited to
Christian name, August.
speak our minds and, as it
became more and more
I couldn't believe that Ted had
personal in the verbal attacks,
decided that Love Affair was
I made up my mind that I'd
a better bet than The Elastic
come to the end of the road.
Band. To me, it seemed that
Roy, Ian, Richie and myself
Love Affair had had a good
opted to leave. Andy, Ted
The Silverstone Set circa 1967.
run and were now on their last
and Tony wanted to continue.
Murray is second from left, back row
legs, but Ted soldiered on
A decision was taken to
until their end, and later joined
honour our bookings but we would not take any
a band called Zebra. I visited Mrs. Yeadon in
more. Rehearsal nights were cancelled too,
1997, (sadly Mr. Yeadon had passed away a year
leaving us with two, and sometimes three, days
or two earlier), and she told me that Ted was
off in a week. For some reason, we played better
working as a professional musician. His wife, too,
than ever and, looking back, it might have
was a musician, and they had a cabaret act called
appeared that all we needed was an opportunity to
Knight and Day. They have lots of work in the
have a break from the almost constant demands
summer months playing in holiday camps, and
of pursuing the "Big Time". The last gig came and
usually play clubs for the rest of the year. He may
went, and then The Silverstone Set ceased to be.
not have hit the very top, but at least he had a
good try, and achieved his aim of being a
Ian and Roy lost their day jobs shortly after this,
professional musician.
but they did team up with a local band, The
Raynes. Richie went off to Liverpool and worked
Meanwhile, Andy joined The Scaffold's backing
in book publishing, while I tried to get into study
group. I used to pop in and see how he was
mode at the Denbighshire Technical College, not
getting on when I was on my college vacations,
really knowing what I wanted to do.
and one day he said that he was a bit hopeful
about a job he'd applied for. He had seen an
Andy, Ted and Tony continued but The
advert in the music press and had had an O.K.
Silverstone Set name had been well and truly
audition. A couple of days later he let me know
pensioned off. With the addition of another
that he was off down south, to join a new band
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called Sweet, as their lead
guitarist. I was really
pleased for him and hoped
it would work out. A couple
of years later, there he was,
number one on "Top Of
The
Pops",
with
‘Blockbuster’. He had a
terrific run with Sweet. I last
bumped into him in 1975,
Andy Scott in his
towards the back end of
‘Sweet’ days
Sweet's fame, but lost
contact with him when he moved from West
Drayton to Maidenhead. I believe he now lives
somewhere in the West Country.

Hofner Colorama through a Fender 25 watt amp.
I'm now at the stage where I would love to meet
up with Roy and Ian and see if we could still make
music; but the reality is, I have lived in the
Croydon region for nearly thirty years, and it is
unlikely that I will return to "the land of my fathers",
to live. I am ready for it though, for I have
prepared a repertoire of songs for three styles of
music’ Rock’n’Roll; Sixties Pop and Rhythm and
Blues; and Country and Western. All told, that's
about 120 songs that I keep practicing, giving me
a great deal of pleasure. I feel that there's still a bit
of guitar life in me and, you never know, I still
might get a "tug" from an old gits band, so until
then, I'll keep on twanging!

Studying was damned hard for me and, to relieve
the pressure (and earn some pocket money), I
joined a local band, The Coasters. I never really
enjoyed it and was glad to leave a couple of
months before I went to teachers training college.
I took a summer job to boost my
funds, and then Roy and Ian
asked me to help out with The
Raynes. I did a month's work for
them and enjoyed every minute
of it, and was sorry to leave
them to start training for a new
career. I sold my Vox AC 30
Twin to my ex-girlfriend's
brother and sold the Fender
Jaguar in 1972, to a music shop
in Leytonstone (by now, I was a
junior
school
teacher
in
Waltham Forest), but I kept the
Strat. and my Hofner Colorama.

The End
Murray Robinson.



I hardly touched my guitars until
the eighties, having bought a
Fender
Dreadnought-style
acoustic for use in school. In the
nineties my enthusiasm was
rekindled and I started writing
music for children's productions.
As I was training small
percussion
and
recorder
groups, I also had the idea of
organising a school rock and roll
band. I purchased a Fender 15
watt amp, and acquired a
couple of acoustic guitars from
jumble sales. However, my '63
Strat, the amplifier, and the
"jumble" acoustics were part of
a
horde
of
items
that
disappeared in a burglary from
my home in March 2000. But, as
I've got older, and my children
have flown the nest, I've been
able to afford some new boys
toys.
I currently play a U.S. Strat, a
Japanese Jag and my trusty
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INGMAR
JOHANSSON
SAYS “HOLD
THE THIRD
PAGE!”

The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board feels
that Tony Blair’s commitment to an act of war
against Iraq without a parliamentary debate/vote
and against the will of the vast majority of its
people is, to say the least, not only an insult to our
democracy but also an insult to the intelligence of
the British people.
The regime in Iraq is, of course, unspeakably evil.
The atrocities committed against its own people,
along with those against the Kurdish community,
and the Marsh Arabs beggar belief. But then so is
Zimbabwe. At this moment in time Mugabe is
committing genocide through starvation amongst
his own people. Noticeably, voices of protest in
Westminster are somewhat muted. Zimbabwe is,
of course, just one of the worst examples; there
are many despicable regimes around the world.
So why is Saddam more of a threat now than he
was last year, or the year before that or, indeed,
any time in the past dozen years? I have read the
pro-war articles in the right wing press and none
have provided convincing answers, just plenty of
ranting about weapons of mass destruction,
chemical
and
otherwise.
The
Texas
government… sorry, I mean the United States
government should know, bearing
in mind that the very people behind
Bush, Cheney and Rumsford sold
these weapons to Iraq in the first
place, when they held high office in
Bush Senior’s administration. In
those days, of course, Iraq was the good guy in
battle with bad Iran in the same way that Osama
Bin Laden was once a good guy on the payroll as
part of the fighting force against the invading
Russians in Afghanistan.

Prime Minister Tony Blair has totally lost the plot,
don’t you agree folks? Did you see him on the
television news during the final days of January
addressing Parliament, running his hands through
his rapidly thinning hair, his gaunt features ashen
with rage because most of his own backbenchers, along with the Liberal Democrats,
audaciously chose to disagree with government
policy concerning the likelihood of going to war,
clinging to the coat tails of the Americans. “After
we have dealt with Iraq we shall deal with North
Korea”, he screamed at the tormentors within his
own party, fists clenched, arrogantly glancing
around as though daring anyone to challenge him.
The mention of North Korea brought gasps of
astonishment from all parties around the
chamber. It certainly sent a shiver down my spine,
sitting in the comfort of my own home.
Foreign Secretary, Jack ‘The Kack’ Straw, and
home secretary, David ‘There Is None So Blind’
Blunkett, sat either side of Blair nodding in
agreement like a pair of nodding donkeys. In the
Arab world the worst insult a man can hurl at
another man is to call him a donkey. Very apt,
applied to these two incompetent buffoons whose
lack of intellect is an insult to the high offices they
hold.

The tragic events in New York and Washington of
th
September 11 sent shock waves around the
world and our hearts went out to the people of
America at the loss of thousands of innocent lives
and the bravery of those who fought and died
saving others. But (and it pains me to say it)
sympathy is being eroded by the actions of its
government.

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown,
glanced out of the corner of his eye at Blair, as
though he had been hit on the back of the head
with a brick. Oh yes, he knew Blair had
overstepped the mark, or maybe he saw the job
he has always wanted edging a little closer. It was
indeed reminiscent of all the worst evils of
Thatcher, only the words “You turn if you want to,
this lady is not for turning” were missing.

I, like so many others, grew up to respect America
for its openness and its ability to wash its dirty
linen in public but all that is now vanishing rapidly.
There can be little doubt that the true nature of the
reason for conflict with Iraq is oil and to remove
any potential threat to Israel, a country with
weapons of mass destruction in the hands of a
bunch of extremist zealots headed by its gangster
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon.

There is an eerie
similarity between the
two;
both
won
successive
elections
with huge majorities,
both abused power
because of it, unchecked by weak opposition,
both have little regard for civil liberties, both have
weakened democracy. The only obvious
difference between the two is that Blair, whatever
we may think of him, is the brains behind the
whole show while Thatcher was a crude populist
politician who surrounded herself with a small
team of intellectuals who did the thinking of which
she was incapable. (Plus one was a woman – H)

The inability of the Arab world to stick together to
reach a common consensus on virtually any issue
is a situation which Blair/Bush etc. are only too
willing to exploit. The conflict in the Middle East is
a perfect example. Palestinian administration,
despite its many shortcomings, (certainly not
helped by Yasser Arafat’s frequent intransigence)
3

has, by all accounts, more women in positions of
authority as well as more equality in other
professions than anywhere else amongst the Arab
nations. Democracy generally, though far from
perfect, does exist; a beacon of light throughout
the Arab world which obviously does not want to
be seen by its authoritarian and corrupt
neighbours, in particular Saudi Arabia being one
of the worst examples.

The Woods' editorial board will be there, joining in
on the chorus of disapproval. We would like to
see as many of you there as possible, especially
the younger ones. If you want to join us, contact
us via the usual channels. War! Not in my name
Mr Blair!

The Saudi Royal family, despised by virtually all of
its subjects, which has been bank-rolled and
propped up in power by the United States for
many a long year has, from its shackles, produced
more than its share of terrorists who would go to
any lengths to further their cause. Bin Laden, from
a rich and powerful family with all the right
connections and highly educated is, of course, the
most obvious.

The Left Bank Of The Woods

Keith Woods








I am sure it came as a surprise to a few of our
loyal 'Tales From The Woods' subscribers to see
the letter published in last month’s issue from Alan
Hardcastle, re-appearing on the scene after an
absence of around 35 years. Coincidentally I too
became the recipient of a surprise on Boxing Day
evening; the phone rang around 9 p.m. and
imagine my astonishment to hear a voice not
heard for around a quarter of a century belonging
to folk singer/poet/adventurer Sails D’Rich.
My first encounter with
Sails was way back in the
early Seventies when a
young Woody took his first
hesitant steps away from
European soil onto the
continent of Africa. Whilst
a-wandering through the
narrow alleyways of the
Medina in ole Tangiers,
the young Woods heard a
voice, accompanied by an
acoustic guitar, intoning the song, Velvet
Underground’s ‘Pale Blue Eyes’ which came from
a nearby coffee house. At this period of time,
former Velvet Underground lead singer Lou Reed
was making waves with his first solo album of
note ‘Transformer’ but this was still a time when
the Velvets were more underground than the
London post office railway. Once inside the small,
smoke-filled room I saw this short, almost elfin
man with a mass of long, curly, raven hair who
stood playing his guitar with one foot resting on a
rickety wooden chair, gazing down into the eyes of
a beautiful blonde haired, blue eyed girl sitting
cross-legged upon the dusty hardwood floor at his
feet whom I would soon discover was his girlfriend
Astrid from Nuremberg, Germany.

“We have no idea if he is dead or where he is if
he is still alive – if he is, we will find him” are the
words of Dick Cheney, vice president of the
United States. Why not ask his family we here at
'Tales From The Woods' suggest, as does Gore
Vidal, the American writer, essayist and
intellectual, who in his latest book
‘The Last Empire’ asks why
around a dozen members of Bin
Laden’s family were given safe
passage out of the United States
from a secret airstrip in the
middle of the night, just two
weeks after the tragic events of
th
September 11 . Equally alarmingly, Vidal poses
the question why, despite warnings of Al-Qaeda’s
plans, the government chose not to act upon them
th
along with the actual events of September 11
itself and, during the two hours after the planes
were hijacked, Vidal writes that astonished military
experts cannot fathom why the government’s
automatic standard order of procedure in the
event of a hijacking was not followed.
All this from a country that has spent seven trillion
dollars on defence since 1950 which is the
equivalent of you, dear 'Tales From The Woods'
reader, spending $26,000,000 a day since the
birth of Christ. Just imagine if a fraction of that
amount of money, coupled with what the UK and
other rich European nations have spent on
defence, had gone to help the impoverished
nations of the world, we just may not be in the
position we are at present – living under the
constant threat of terrorism.

The room was, for the most
part, filled with intransigent
hippy types, no doubt en-route
to Algiers maybe (in those long
gone days when it was
reasonably safe to do so), a
handful of locals and a few
European and American expats who came to those parts
and stayed. Not waiting for the
applause to fade, Sails was

th

Come February 15 an anti-war rally will be taking
place in London’s Hyde Park. The 'Tales From
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into some Mississippi Fred McDowell country
blues and by now I was warming to this guy
whose masculine, throaty vocals somewhat
contradicted his slight frame and almost effete
persona. Admiration for his eclectic taste truly set
in when he began to recite sections of Ginsberg’s
anti-establishment masterpiece ‘Howl’, after which
he took a breather. I soon found myself in
conversation with the pair, chatting about his
travels, which certainly made this greenhorn
envious. A blues fan yes, but very much the old
pre-war country blues; an admirer of the beats,
Ginsberg, Kerouac, Burroughs. Why, they had
spent the last few days in the Tangiers home of
the American writer Paul Bowles.

Choking life
So doing
The leaves will fall
Upon another
And another
The house is safe
For just a while
BANG!
It may come as a surprise to many of you that I
too, your esteemed Editor, was for a period
between the late Sixties and early Seventies a
poet; that is until my creative juices dried up. In
preparation for this article and while digging out
Sails’ poems, I came across my own scribblings
upon yellowing pages, discarded and unread for
over a quarter of a century. The pinnacle of my
career was reached in 1971 when I wrote a piece
called ‘I hope you find yourself soon’ which, I am
proud to say, was published in a house magazine
for the psychologically disadvantaged at a daycare centre in rural Kent. At this stage it is not the
piece I have chosen, selecting instead an earlier
piece dating from 1968 entitled ‘Flight Of The
Pegasus’.

Over the next few years we became friends and
whenever they weren’t a-wandering we would
meet up in a few hostelries round ole London
town. I lost touch around the summer of ’75 after
they came with me one weekend to a party at the
home of my then girlfriend Elizabeth, who was
th
living with her farm-owning parents in an 18
century farmhouse in the Cotswolds, near
Cirencester. After this visit we lost touch and,
ironically, within weeks my relationship with
Elizabeth would end abruptly, dramatically and not
without considerable embarrassment (but that’s
another story).

It was spring 1968, during my transition from mod
boy to idealistic hippy complete. I left my bedsit in
Notting Hill Gate to travel across London to my
native Tottenham to visit my parents and look up
old mates. Dressed in loon pants, purple
granddaddy shirt over the top, proudly wrapping
my body in calf length, multi coloured Pancho Villa
blanket style cloak for which I had paid a princely
sum in West Kensington Flea Market a few weeks
earlier. That same excursion found me paying no
more than a few shillings (one shilling = 5p for our
younger readers – H) for a battered old top hat,
which I perched at a slight angle; my hair in those
days was long! I mean loooong, several inches
below shoulder length. An hour or so later in the
spring sunshine, walking along Tottenham High
Street, I spotted my father walking in my direction.
It was obvious he had seen me before I saw him;
the expression on his face said it all. Recoiling in
horror, he darted into a shop doorway, hoping I
would pass without noticing him. “Hello Dad”, I
smiled. He glanced me up and down for a few
seconds before blurting out “Son, you look
%@*^£>@ ridiculous!!!” before making his
escape, and excuses, calling back “See you at
home. Won’t be long!”

Sails and I must have chatted on the phone for
well over an hour. Now living in St Mary’s on the
Isles of Scilly he is married (but not to Astrid) with
two teenage daughters and makes his living
creating woodcarvings for local tourists. He still
writes poetry, rarely playing in public these days,
but he has promised to write for 'Tales From The
Woods' about his wanderings, the music he loves
and the people he has met, which we hope to
publish in some future edition. In the meantime,
with Sails’ blessing I am going to publish a few of
his poems that have been stored away at my
home for all these years. Despite his eclectic,
almost anarchic tastes his poems are surprisingly
traditional in their way and well structured.
So how did he find me? Well, he was surfing the
net and quite by accident came across 'Tales
From The Woods' website. How could he not
instantly recognise my mug shot that has changed
so little over the years?
Anyway, here we go with the first of Sails’ ditties.

Dear old Dad could not be mad at me for long.
Anyway, by now he was getting used to my little
eccentricities. I had a pleasant day at home with
the family, later knocking up a few old friends. On
my way back to Notting Hill Gate I called into a
late night coffee house along the Old Brompton
Road. This dimly lit, neo-bohemian, unkempt and
seedy establishment was mostly a hang-out for
the typically intransigent types that have always
seemed to inhabit this part of West London. No
jukebox, so the owner, a scruffy middle-aged man

Bang
By Sails D’Rich
People looking at the world
Through windows of the womb
Wondering how to be
Like all the rest
All the rest
So sure
Of living
5

with unruly grey hair and beard, would play jazz
albums on a battered old Dansette Viva record
player. He had named the joint ‘Take Five’ and
Brubeck was a regular visitor to his turntable as I
recall - I was a pretty regular customer (the place
had passed into history by the early Seventies).
Arriving back at my tiny bedsit at around 3 a.m. I
sat cross-legged on the bed and wrote ‘Flight Of
The
Pegasus’.
Naturally,
any
seeming
connections in this poem with hallucinatory drugs
are due solely to poetic licence.

Letters to the Editor - 1
I agree with Ken Major’s take on Rudy Ray Moore
who was sad and embarrassing. Nonetheless, a
word or two in mitigation. He’s pretty ancient,
making his first records in 1955 (Moon Mullican
covered “I’m Mad With You”) and returning to
R&B stage shows in 2001 after an absence of 35
years. He’s also severely arthritic. He replaced
Mighty Hannibal at the very last minute allowing
no time for rehearsal with the same inappropriate
band that almost ruined the Counts (two
impossibly loud guitarists behind a doowop
group!). Rudy attempted to entertain us by
concentrating entirely on material from his
retrospective CD on Norton Records (“Hully Gully
Fever” CED 276). No-one reading Ken’s review
should be dissuaded from listening to this fine
compilation of stuff he cut years before he
became a blaxploitation film star or the lavatorial
comic renowned for a slew of what “Mojo” has
called heroically obscene party albums. His
minder and band director, Jimmy Lynch (known
for his soul sides on Laval in ‘66 - ‘67), also
worked his butt off. One more thing on Rudy. His
everyday headgear - the enclosed photo doesn’t
do justice to his multi-hued fez - is almost as
impressive as Keith’s.

Flight Of The Pegasus
Copyright Keith Woods (1968)
three beautiful people laying upon the grass
helping each other to find their path
sugar cube, oh sugar cube
taking liquid form
help us please to find our souls
oh Pegasus, oh Pegasus
flying so high
carry me afar
where there’s land
for a soul such as I
spreading wings, gliding majestically
what is this place you have brought us to rest
beautiful people
rushing form afar
reaching out with their hearts
to guide my restless soul
as far as eyes can see
beautiful people floating in the mist
thunder cracks, the mist disintegrates
shrieking people running for their peace
Pegasus lifts me upon his back
flying so fast
through dimensions
like trees past a fast train
but in vain
pulled to the ground
amidst the confusion
alien creatures loom
protruding hate through tiny eyes
bodies long and slimy
like snakes
oh Pegasus, oh Pegasus
why is this such a bad end
to a beautiful trip
a blue light appears
nearer and nearer
creatures turn and flee
all is swallowed that eyes can see
oh Pegasus, oh Pegasus
I’m floating
I hear people sing
all is black what is this?

What else? Well, it was Ken who told me I should
listen to Suzi Quatro and I took his advice. Christ
on a bike! This programme is surely aimed at little
children. I really thought Rock’n’Roll appreciation
had moved on from this infantile level. Mark
Lamarr is, at least, educative. I know he’s Mr Vick
to some but the man who really gets up my nose
is Paul Jones. Here’s a Christian who spends a lot
of his stodgy airtime plugging the sort of
sleazeball public domain merchants who copy the
freshly re-mastered tapes of honourable
companies, steal whatever pictures they can find
and plagiarise other people’s sleeve-notes. God
save us all from the curse of the personality
presenter (sometimes Mr Angry or even Mr Very
Angry Indeed are just not sufficient. You should
introduce a new column: Mr F*cking Ballistic).
Finally, I thank Bunter for his kind words on the
Flares’ liner note. In fact, I was silly enough to
think I could write it without listening to all the
master tapes and now find I’ve perpetuated Buck
Ram’s original error in ascribing “I Didn’t Lose A
Doggone Thing” to Cookie Jackson when that
soulful screech plainly belongs to Betty Collins
(i.e. same voice as on “Shimmy And Stomp”). So
there you go Bunter I’m not quite so brilliant after
all. Having said that, I wonder if false modesty is
still dripping from the Teddy Boy jacket, pastel
blue with metallic gold thread, which I sold to Al
Hardcastle (letters, issue 25) in 1964?
Bill Millar, January 2003

Keith Woods
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Letters to the Editor - 2

SOUL KITCHEN

(or Christmas Card to the Editor to be correct)

Welcome to the latest soul pot from the kitchen...

Regenerated Robinson

CD OF THE MONTH
EDDIE & ERNIE... LOST
FRIENDS Kent 214

I haven’t got writer’s block (I have been writing
other things) but I don’t think there is anything else
I feel qualified to write about for 'Tales From The
Woods'. Your regular contributors possess a
greater depth of knowledge and minutiae
regarding the Fifties and Sixties than I will ever
have. They have inspired me to trawl through
Beanos and I have purchased Sun Label
collections and even a Brit Rock'n'Roller, Wild
Bob Burgos (Well, someone else had to buy his
stuff one day, I suppose. If you’re reading this
Bob, I’ve still got that single you made me buy –
H).

I'm Gonna Always Love You : A Man To Love A
Woman : Doggone It : Outcast : We Try Harder : That's
The Way It Is : Bullets Don't Have Eyes : I'm A Young
Man : Falling Tears (Indian Drums) : Standing At The
Crossroads : Reaching Out : Woman, What You Be
Doing : Lay Lady Lay : The Groove She Put Me In :
You Turn Me On : Tell It Like It Is : It's A Weak Man
That Cries : EDDIE CAMPBELL - Why Do You Treat
Me Like You Do : ERNIE JOHNSON - I Cant Stop The
Pain : In These Very Tender Moments : PHOENIX
EXPRESS - You Make My Life A Sunny Day : NEW
BLOODS - Self Service : LITTLE WORLEY & the
DROPS - Watch Your Step.

The credits on my CDs inform me
that he wrote most of the material
and he has inspired me to write my
own Rock'n'Roll songs. Now I need
to save up for my own recording
machines but must get advice from
Rock Bottom, Croydon. Meeting you
and reading your magazine has really
got me so enthusiastic again
regarding music. If you think of a
topic that I might be able to offer an
opinion or write my experience of,
then let me know. I’ll do my best to
come up with something suitable.
Murray Robinson







This CD is not a 'best of'
but an appreciation and
overview of the duo's
near complete output.
Every label they were on
and virtually every single
they
issued
are
represented here, minus
the
tracks
already
featured on previous
Kent/Ace compilations.
Dave Godin and Ady Croasdell have created a
masterpiece, from what seemed an impossible
dream, to the finished product.
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It took some eighteen months of detective work
scouring to get this 24 tracker together. As the
sleeve notes state "The history of the ultimate
deep soul duo including their very first recordings,
rare solo efforts, big label high spots and
unreleased gems". Where Sam and Dave had the
commercial success, the great Sim Twins, let’s
say, were more polished, no soul duo has ever
recorded with such despairing aching tortured
soul, as Edgar Campbell and Ernest Johnson did.
There is something so poignant and touchingly
passionate about their tandem vocals, that it's
hard not to feel their inner tragedy, and their few
good times.

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
By request. These monthly listings have turned
out to be really popular. So far I have featured
January and June from 1965. I have now
scrambled together the majority of 1965, phew, so
let's carry on with FEBRUARY 1965.
There's something magic about these little plastic
gems, the labels, B-sides. If there's a dramatic
soul masterpiece missing, shout.
The Ad Libs
Jewel Akens
Sammy Ambrose

Before this CD I confess to having just a few
tracks, so this is quite a revelation. The tracks that
immediately hit the spot with Soulboy, are the two
solo recordings from 1967 by Ernie Johnson, both
are soul killers, 'I Cant Stop The Pain' / 'In These
Very Tender Moments', released in 1967 as a
single on the Artco label, out of Phoenix. It's one
of these incredibly rare records that found its way
onto the Northern scene, apparently worth £1500
plus. Ernie steps into Gene Chandler's shoes for,
'I Can't Stop The Pain', its a mid tempo floating
gem, with excellent band accompaniment, that
whisks you into his torrent of longing.

Bobby Bland

Boy From New York City / Kicked
Around
Red Bird 102
Birds & The Bees / Tic Tac Toe
London 9954
This Diamond Ring / Bad Night
Stateside 385
Yield Not To Temptation / How
Does A Cheating Woman Feel
Vocalion 9232

Alvin Cash & the Crawlers

'In These Very Tender Moments' is a laid back
achingly soulful ballad. Eddie Campbell's solo
offering, 'Why Do You Treat Me Like You Do', is
testifying brilliant, "Just to prove how much I love
you, the ground you walk on I'd eat the dirt"...."I
gave you all my money, you ate my food, and you
got fat", oh the pain, pain, pain, on this killer tale
of woe. 'Bullets Don't Have Eyes' is a blistering
mid paced driver. 'Falling Tears' is another deepie
full of emotion. 'Doggone It' flies along at a
cracking pace, with driving brass cooking up a
storm, straight from an Atlantic pillow case.

Gene Chandler
Chubby Checker
Carolyn Crawford
Bo Diddley
Nella Dodds
The Drifters
Jackie Edwards

A captivating singalong version of Bob Dylan's,
'Lay Lady Lay', which has been lying in the vaults
for some thirty years, finally getting an airing, is
given an up-tempo treatment, that works well with
me. One of their truly brilliant sides must be the
strange, but hauntingly beautiful, 'Lost Friends',
the duo are homesick, and long for past times. 'It's
A Weak Man That Cries' is another gutsy vocal
intense call and response raw experience. 'A Man
To Love A Woman' is a deep delight, with
outbursts of passionate wailing. So it goes, the CD
is awash with one dust covered soul cracker after
another.

Betty Everett
The Exciters
Dobie Gray

The unsung soul duo never got the breaks
deserved at the time, but this CD, albeit 35 years
late, goes a long way to making amends to
rewarding their enormous soul talent. If you like
your soul, obscure and deep, this is for you. Go on
dip your toe.
RATING (out of 5) 4¾ Soulboys

Buddy Guy
Wilbert Harrison
Etta James
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Twine Time / Bump
Stateside 386
What Now / If You Can't Be True
Stateside 388
Loverly Lovely / Weekend's Here
Cameo Parkway 936
When Someone's Good To You /
My Heart
Stateside 384
Hey Good Lookin' / You Ain't Bad
Chess 8000
Finders Keepers / Girl's Life
Pye 25291
At The Club / Answer The Phone
Atlantic 4019
He'll Have To Go / Gotta Learn To
Love Again
Aladdin 601
Happy I Long To Be / Your Loving
Arms
King 1002
I Want You To Be My Boy /
Tonight Tonight Columbia 7479
In Crowd / Be A ManLondon 9953

Let Me Love You Baby / Ten
Years Ago
Chess 8004
Let's Stick Together / Kansas City
Twist
Sue 363
Roll With Me Henry / Good
Rockin Daddy
Sue 359
Set A Date / Can't Afford To Do It

Sue 330
Looking Into The Future / My
Mother In Law Vocalion 9233
Patti La Belle
Danny Boy / I Believe
Cameo Parkway 935
Gary Lewis & the Playboys
This Diamond Ring /
Tijuana Wedding (Sorry I like it)
Liberty 10187
Willie Mabon
Just Got Some / That's No Big
Thing
Sue 331
Derrick Morgan
Heart Of Stone / Let Me Go
Island 176
Johnny Nash
Strange Feeling / Raining In My
Heart
Chess 8005
Jackie Opel
Cry Me A River / Eternal Love (A
Soulboy all time fav 45)King 1011
The Radiants
Voice Your Choice / If I Only Had
You (ditto)
Chess 8002
The Ronettes
Born To Be Together / Blues For
My Baby
London 9952
Jackie Ross
Jerk & Twine / New Lover
Chess 8003
Little Johnny Taylor Part Time Love / Somewhere
Down The Line Vocalion 9234
The Velvelettes
He Was Really Sayin Something /
Throw A Farewell Kiss
Stateside 387
Muddy Waters
My John The Conquer Root /
Short Dress WomanChess 8001
Nancy Wilson
Don't Come Running Back / Love
Has Many Faces Capital 15378

material on the label. The gospel influenced,
James Brown written wailer, 'If Somebody Told
You' cut in 1963 reached both R&B and pop
charts.
Her next two singles were recorded at Bell Studios
New York in January 1964. 'Baby Baby Baby', a
duet with Bobby Byrd, which became an R&B
smash, and the soul classic, 'Make Up Your Mind',
b/w 'If You Don't Think', was to be her last chart
appearance. Following on from this was the highly
acclaimed James Brown produced album, BACK
TO SOUL. Anna left the James Brown revue in
late 1964 to go her own way, although still
contracted to him, releasing just the two more
Smash singles 'Come On Home'/'Sittin' In The
Dark' and 'That's When I Cry' / 'Tennessee Waltz'.

Ernie K-Doe

Finally free from Brown, she digs back at the man
with an answer record to 'Papa's Got A Brand
New Bag', titled, 'Mama's Got A Bag Of Her Own'
b/w 'Sally', End records. This was to be her last
secular recording. She formed a group with ex
James Brown's drummer, Sam Lathan, spending
a year on the road, sharing the bill with many
major soul artists. She retired from the music
business, which so happens only lasted a year, as
out of the blue, Anna got a call that Duke Ellington
wanted her as singer for his sacred concerts. With
Ellington she returned to her roots and first love
gospel music.

LOST SOUL
ANNA KING
Born Anna Dolores King in Philadelphia 9
December 1937. Influenced by her minister
grandmother, Anna started singing in church from
the age of six years. When she was twelve she
joined her first gospel group, Youth For Christ.
Through her teens and early twenties she was
involved with various gospel assemblies. It was
when she was singing with the group, the True
Light Gospel Singers, that Luther Dixon, ScepterWand records, who was scouting for a female
singer to record, spotted her talent, and offered
her a contract. It took a lot of persuading by Dixon
for Anna to move over to secular singing, which in
turn lead to her first recording and release in April
1961, 'In Between Tears' / 'So In Love With You',
on Malibu 1020, distributed by Scepter-Wand.

After an eighteen month stint with Ellington, she
joined up with the mighty gospel group the
Brockington Choral Ensemble, and the group’s
various out takes, where she went on to record,
for amongst many labels, Arctic and Hob. Around
1976 Anna, after becoming a minister, basically
gave up singing completely, apart from the odd
performance, as God’s work, and preaching
engagements became a full time occupation. She
was still ministering up until her death, in
Philadelphia on 21 October 2002.
AL TNT REVISITED
Thanks to Robin for leading me to Charles Keil's
book, Urban Blues, who writes a remarkable
insight into Bobby Blue Bland's live performances
during the early sixties, which Braggs was a very
important part of. I tried to imagine what it would
be like to witness Al on stage during his hey day
as I was writing last month’s article. I could only
nibble at the experience through records and
words, which conjured up some kind of picture to
me, which I tried to transcribe. Whereby Charles
Keil’s text takes us into the theatre to live his
performance over and over. I make no excuses in
sharing this amazing insight with you.
.......called in Braggs as his supporting star. An
introduction to two key members of the Bland
organization is in order. Behind Bobby Bland the
performer are mastermind Joe Scott, in front of
Bobby is Al 'TNT Braggs, his foil and alter ego.
Joe Scott leads the band, does practically all the
arranging for it, and plays fine trumpet as a

On the strength of this
first release she joined
various
Scepter-Wand
package tours, which
featured the likes of
Chuck Jackson, and the
Shirelles. Returning to the
studio in 1962 she cut for
Luther
Dixon's
Ludix
label, 'You Don't Love Me
Anymore' / 'The Big
Change'. Her big chance
came when James Brown was looking for a
female replacement for Tammi Terrell. Anna
auditioned and became a member of his revue.
James Brown was contracted to Smash records,
so it was only natural that Anna would release her
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complement to some of Bobby's vocals. According
to some insiders, Bobby Bland is Joe Scott's
creation. Braggs is very much out front, a veritable
stereotype of the show business personality.
Braggs is skinny, nervous, on stage he is dressed
in pegged pants that are almost skin tight and a
short bus-boy-type jacket. He does currently
popular dances, the monkey, twist, flea, in a jerky,
energetic style, throwing around his processed
hair with flicks of his head like a self-propelled
puppet. From the moment he steps onto the stage
he is always moving and exhorting his audience to
move with him. His most crowd-pleasing steps are
invariably those in which it looks as if some
sections of his body do not know what outlandish
things the other parts of his body are doing. The
torso remains stationary while feet, knees, and
legs, gyrate in a dozen different directions. As a
singer Braggs can imitate anyone, but usually
restricts himself to a number or two in B B King's
style. Or he may do a few songs that are currently
popular, sounding exactly like whichever artist it
was that made the song a hit. In short, Scott is a
creator, but Braggs is an imitator. A flexible and
dynamic shell into which a variety of contents can
be poured as they are needed.
............The band warm up, pauses, and the M C
introduces Al Braggs with a string of adjectives,
Braggs bounces and skips his way to the centre of
the stage, gives the M C a big hug and a hand
slap, then immediately plunges into his routine.
Usually his first song is a fast and vigorous calland-response number in which Braggs strides
back and forth across the stage, microphone in
hand, shouting, "Are you ready" or "Everything's
all right" with the full band answering back each
time he repeats the phrase. "We do the monkey,
yeah, we do the monkey". Braggs usually saves
his dance demonstrations for the second number,
which is otherwise much like the first. As he
encourages everyone to do the dances, he
performs them simultaneously; the flea-he
scratches madly at various parts of his twitching
body, and the audience yells its encouragement;
the monkey-he climbs an imaginary coconut tree,
does a King Kong imitation, and peels an
imaginary banana as a couple near the stage
picks up the cue and monkeys along with him; the
dog-he mimics the motions of a copulating canine,
the audience laughs, a few band members cover
their eyes in mock horror. If circumstances permit,
he will encourage two or three women in the
audience to come onstage and participate in the
dancing. Finally, he does some of his special twist
variations to finish the song...........Braggs usually
concludes his part of the show by pulling out all
the vocal and choreographic stops with a cry
routine in the general manner of James Brown or
Little Richard. He screams; he groans; he crawls
rhythmically across the stage on his stomach
dragging the microphone behind him; he leaps
over, under, and around the microphone cord; he
lies on his back and kicks his feet in the air; he
does some syncopated push-ups; he falls halfway

over the edge of the stage and grabs the nearest
hands; initiating a few unfinished dance steps, he
does the limbo; he bumps and grinds; and
gradually manoeuvres himself off stage with a
flying split or two, still twitching and shouting.
............Braggs takes his curtain call still bobbing
and weaving, and disappears again in perpetual
motion, leaving the viewer limp, exhausted, and
sighing a mixture of relief and satisfaction.
..........During Bobby Blands final selection, which
would normally be 'That's The Way It Is', while the
band plays, Braggs and two of the Bland Dolls
enter from the wings doing a little dance step.
They dance up to and around the microphone. At
the end of each of Bland's lines they shout,
"That's the way it is", then do circular steps in
different directions; their bodies wheel, and the
three heads converge at the microphone at the
exact instant when the vocal response is called
for. Braggs breaks away from the microphone at
this point and begins to inch across the stage on
one foot in time with the music. Bland holds out a
hand to Braggs, who is slowly but surely
propelling himself to centre stage. Bland goes on
singing, "I see you comin", "You're doin all right",
"Don't stop now, baby", "You're lookin good".
Each time he is answered by the Dolls with "That's
the way it is". Finally, Braggs reaches out his
hand, achieves his goal, and falls exhausted into
Bobby's arms as the curtain closes and Bobby
sings "That's the way it always been, that's the
way love is".
Next months book at bedtime will be........
BUNNY NEWS
The Philadelphia soul legend’s long awaited new
album, LET ME LOVE YOU TONIGHT, on
Grapevine Records 3005, is being released this
month 17th. So hopefully this will be reviewed next
time. Could this be five soulboys or just a foot.
WASHING UP
Now you have your warped records flat, they may
look a bit grubby and in need of a good scrub,
before you play them. To remove most dirt and
stains, wash records with a Paint Pad (fine bristles
on a pad) or sturdy velveteen, and rug shampoo,
with warm water. Rinse well and be careful of
labels, most can get wet, but some will run and
none should stay wet long. Make sure your rug
shampoo says "safe for all synthetics". But if you
are not sure put a spot on a junk record overnight
(or for an hour) and see if it leaves a mark when
washed off. Then play your revitalized record and
enjoy.
Remember to keep on
keeping on...

SOULBOY
playboy with a whole
lotta soul
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shocked one night to see one of the customers
come up the stairs with his face criss-crossed with
sticking-plaster like a trellis. He explained that he
had been attacked with a broken glass in “The
Spanish Wine Bar” near the Mersey Tunnel.

1950’S SCRAPBOOK
Part 4

PUBS

No such thing as “keg beer” in those happy days:
hand-drawn pumps only. And most people could
afford to buy rounds of drinks for their friends –
today, you need a bank loan to do that! Oh, and
the pubs closed much earlier, too, not much after
10 pm, so there was much frenzied swilling and
guzzling as that time approached.

by Neil Foster
Most of the older ones remained unchanged in the
‘50s – the craze for “tarting-up” and “theme pubs”
had not yet swept the brewing industry and most
of them were still designed to appeal to the older
“regular” rather than the young.

THE END

There was still a strict demarcation line between
the bar, with its exclusively male clientele, and the
saloon, with its carpet, higher prices and sit-down
customers. A feature of the saloon bar was the
bell-pushes on the wall, next to the tables, used to
summon waitresses to take one’s order – this did
not survive much into the ‘60s, as I remember.









Mr Angry Has His Say
(The next in an occasional series)

FROM LOONY LEFT TO
RAVING RIGHT

The popular drinks for men were still bitter, mild,
brown ale and, an acquired taste, Bass (“for men”,
as the deep voice on the TV ads always intoned).
I used to drink at the “White Star”, just around the
corner from the Cavern, which was sub-titled “The
House of Bass”, under its hanging sign. The semipro sax-player from the band at the “Harlequin”
ballroom that I knew drank there with the rest of
the band and their favourite tipple in the interval
was a pint of Bass and a small glass of barleywine
as a chaser – in fact the two drinks were sold
together as Bass/Barleywine.

Part 1:
Although I have been dubbed 'the unacceptable
face of the Loony Left' in this admirable
publication, as I grow older I find myself holding
some quite rightwing views on a number of
subjects. Or if not exactly rightwing, at least
considered politically incorrect in leftwing circles.
Take the subject of loans and top-up fees for
university students, for instance. I am all for these.
Why should middle class students get the benefit
of university education at the expense of workingclass taxpayers, who are often denied the chance
of a university degree?

Lager was sold in bottles then,
not on draught, and the only
brand I can remember is
Carlsberg. Drinks for women,
as well as the usual spirits,
included the heavily advertised
Babycham and Cherry B, a
surprisingly strong tipple, much
more
alcoholic
than
Babycham, as the seducers of
the time soon found out! “It’s a
real leg-opener, that!” said one
of them cheerfully to me.

I know the exclusiveness of the old establishment
Oxbridge/red-brick universities has now been
broken with the newer universities in every big
city, and with the advent of the Open University,
but nevertheless it is still true that the lower
working-classes rarely get the opportunity to go to
university or study for a degree.
What made me most hostile to the old grant
system was when a middle-class woman where I
worked calmly announced she was taking a few
years off to study some useless subject like
English Literature at public expense, just because
she felt like a break from working for a living. Sure
enough she got a government grant to go and
study her hobby for a couple of years, with no
intention whatsoever of getting a job with her
degree at the end of her course.

Apart from pubs there were (and still are, of
course) wine bars in Liverpool and elsewhere, the
best-known of which were the Yates’s Wine
Lodge chain. These are not to be confused with
the “wine bars” of today – they were in fact much
rougher and more disreputable places, with a
reputation for drunkenness, fights and general
disorder. They were also the haunts of prostitutes.
The mixture of cheap, potent wine (especially the
lethal “Australian White”) with beer was explosive
and they could be dangerous places.

Another middle class woman was at university in
the 1960s when I worked at CND headquarters
and she had so much free time on her hands that
she used to come in regularly as a volunteer. She

When my friends and I started to play in one of
the early “beat” clubs in Liverpool we were
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had various children by different fathers, and
brought at least one into the office where he
happily tore up invoices and statements before we
in the Accounts Department could send them out
to customers! She not only got a grant to go to
university to study a load of useless subjects such
as political science and sociology, with no
intention whatsoever of ever using her degrees for
a career, but she got child allowance for all these
illegitimate babies, and probably maintenance
from the fathers as well. Twenty or so years later I
met her again at a party, and she was STILL at
university getting grants, although now about 40
years old! She'd been poncing of the State at
university all those years, whilst the rest of us
fools worked hard paying our taxes in order to
keep her in the manner to which she'd grown
accustomed.

encouragement. Middle class people seem to
have all the contacts and information to hand working class people don't. However, I contacted
a cousin who was a university lecturer, and he told
me to go to my local council. It was still not easy
to find the necessary information - you had to get
prospectuses and know what university you
wanted to go to, exactly what courses you wanted
before you could even apply for a grant. There
seemed to be nobody to give advice on these
matters, and George was suffering from
depression from being out of work so long; he
badly needed advice and help.

I mentioned his dilemma to this woman at work
who was happily heading off to East Anglia
University shortly (with another woman on the
same scam), and she shocked me by saying that
George had no chance whatsoever of becoming a
mature student because he was unemployed! The
universities didn't want unemployed people as
mature students, only those already in a job! How
ridiculous is this? People who could really benefit
from a university degree in order to get a decent
job and come off the unemployment register could
not do so, yet some bored middle class person
who was fed up with work could take years off to
study university subjects which would never get
them a job just because they felt it would make a
nice change to pursue their hobbies/interests at
public expense. It is an absolute scandal!

What made me even more angry was when my
partner George was out of work for about 18
months before he died because our line of work,
telex and telegraphy, had been overtaken by fax
and -mail. All he needed was some training in
order to learn the computer keyboard (different to
the telex keyboard which contained only the basic
upper case characters and little punctuation). The
DSS refused to give him any training whatsoever,
but just kept pressurizing him to get a dead-end
job in McDonalds or somewhere similar where
he'd need little training in order to get him off the
unemployment figures.
He was not lazy; he applied for jobs but never
even got short-listed. I think he got one interview,
which was unsuccessful. His age and his racial
background (white European) were against him.
Of course this is another taboo, but he was
convinced that as soon as he filled in a form
stating he was white and 48 years of age his
application form was consigned to the trash-can.
Positive discrimination in favour of ethnic
minorities meant he was interviewed at the DSS
by people who could barely speak English and
thought 'telex' was the same as 'tele-sales', yet
when he himself applied for several jobs at the
DSS that he knew he could do much better than
they could he wasn't even granted an interview.

So I say make them pay for their university
education, either through fees or loans. So what if
they leave university saddled with huge debts;
they will earn far more than the rest of us if they
use their degrees to launch a professional career
and can then well afford to pay back the costs of
their university education. At least it would deter
these middle class parasites from studying
subjects which they regard as just amusing
hobbies with no intention of using their degrees to
further their careers.
Companies and organizations that require
university graduates should sponsor places at
universities by putting up money for student loans
in the appropriate subjects. In this way students
would be able to get finance to study useful
subjects, but would not be able to afford to study
subjects which they had no interest in following up
for a career.
Tony 'Colonel Blimp' Papard

The most annoying thing was that he was
extremely intelligent, having educated himself to
university level in the arts and literature. His
ambition was to be a librarian, which required a
university degree. But coming from the poor part
of Glasgow in the 1940s and 1950s and both his
parents dying before he left school meant he had
no chance whatsoever of going to university.
When I heard about this woman from work taking
two years out to go to university, I made inquiries
as to how he could apply to study librarianship and
other subjects as a mature student at university. It
was extremely difficult to glean this information certainly the DSS didn't give him any advice or
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Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

been feted by Merrill E Moore, Chuck Berry, the
Rolling Stones and, latterly, by Mike Sanchez,
whose ability to replicate Milburn’s style so
superbly amazes all.

Amos Milburn – The Chicken Shack Boogie
Man – Proper PVCD102

The ‘Chicken Shack Boogie’ presented on this set
is the easier-paced original from 1948 as opposed
to the jet propelled New Orleans re-cut from ’56.
The 1948 No.1, ‘Bewildered’, impressed young
James Brown enough for him to record his own
version, which also registered high on the R&B
chart in 1959, while ‘Birmingham Bounce’ is one of
twenty-something covers of Hardrock Gunter’s
1950 country smash, so Hardrock tells us.

C.D. REVIEWS

After Midnight | My Baby's Boogying | Down The Road
Apiece | Amos's Blues | Amos's Boogie | Operation
Blues | The Clinch Blues | Everything I Do Is Wrong |
Blues At Sundown | Money Hustlin Woman | Sad And
Blue | Aladdin Boogie | Nickel Plated Baby | Real Gone
| Train Time Blues | Bye Bye Boogie | Pot Luck Boogie
| It's A Married Woman | My Tortured Mind | Hold Me
Baby | Chicken Shack Boogie | Hard Driving Blues | I'm
Gonna Leave You | I Love Her | Pool Playing Blues |
Anybody's Blues | It Took A Long Long Time | Wolf On
The River | Empty Arm Blues | Bewildered | A & M
Blues | In The Middle Of The Night | Jitterbug Fashion
Parade | My Luck Is Bound To Change | Roomin
House Boogie | Walkin Blues | Blue And Lonesome |
Drifting Blues | Real Pretty Mama Blues | Boogie
Woogie | Atomic Baby | She's Gone Again | Sax Shack
Boogie | Birmingham Bounce | Let's Rock Awhile |
Hard Luck Blues | Two Years Of Torture | I'm Gonna
Tell My Mama | Bad Bad Whiskey | Tears Tears Tears |
I Love You Anyway | Just One More Drink

Things had completely changed by 1957 though;
when it came to drink, the kids preferred Pepsi to
Jim Beam and the likes of Amos Milburn with his
booze-fuelled material saw their careers begin to
decline. Aladdin let Amos go in 1957 and liaisons
with first Ace in 1959, King in 1960/61 and,
surprisingly, Motown in 1962 didn’t yield any hits.
Milburn’s drinking was increasing all the while, so
much so that during the late ‘60s/early ‘70s, he
suffered two strokes. He recorded once more, in
1974, for Johnny Otis’ Blues Spectrum label; but
only as a singer for he had lost the use of one
hand. A leg was amputated in 1979 and he finally
died in early January 1980. As usual, Proper have
put together a superb package, a worthy tribute to
the Chicken Shack Boogieman, easy on the
pocket, exciting (often) to the ears, even the slow
blues items have class. Go for this one!!

Yet another mid-price
goodie from Proper, this
double CD devotes itself
to the work of the highly
influential Amos Milburn
whose
tenure
with
Aladdin
Records,
between
1946
and
1957, yielded many top-drawer sides and here we
have 52 of ‘em, spanning the first five years, a
period which saw Milburn at the very peak of his
popularity, a time truly loaded with hits for this
R&B titan who was born in Houston, Texas on
st
April 1 1926. Following his discharge from the
US Navy at the end of the Second World War, he
led a six piece combo in a San Antonio club where
he was to meet Lola Ann Cullum who was running
a local management and booking agency.

Various Artists – Hobbit In The Wah-Wah
Hour – Stylus PTING22
Hobbit Symphony – Smoke | Fendabenda Hahaha –
Friar Tuck | Bang! / Freddie’s Dead – Washrag |
Tequila – Allen Toussaint | I Wish It Would Rain –
Soulful Strings | Pow! – Washrag | Booty Butt – Ray
Charles | About Noon / Hold It / Night Before – The
Mar-Keys | Whodunnit – Ray Martin | Bluff City
Cookin’ – Bill Black’s Combo | Delgado / Soul
Preachin’ – Eddy Senay | Sombrero Sam – Charles
Lloyd Quartet | In The Midnight Hour – Little Mac And
The Boss Sounds | Wah Wah West / If Loving You Is
Wrong I Don’t Want To Be Right – Washrag | Through
With You – Lemon Pipers

Another intriguing mix of styles from Stylus
featuring a collection of instrumentals that
emanate from the USA. Lovers of Memphis soul
will be thrilled to see the appearance of five funky
tracks drawn from a mega-rare solo album by
legendary axeman Steve Cropper, released on
TMI (distributed by RCA) in 1973. Cut in Memphis,
they include an interesting stab at Curtis
Mayfield’s ‘Freddie’s Dead’ and Luther Ingram’s ‘If
Loving You Is Wrong (I Don’t Want To Be Right)’.

Cullum was constantly in pursuit of local blues
talent and, especially impressed by Amos, she
brought him to Jules Bihari of Modern Records in
Hollywood who, though impressed himself, balked
at Cullum’s asking price. Lola then took the two
recorded demos, already played to Bihari, to
Eddie Mesner’s Aladdin label. Mesner liked what
he heard, happily laid his money down and, in
September 1946, Amos Milburn began a truly
fruitful association with Aladdin with ‘After
Midnight’. For the next eight years or so there was
no stopping him. ‘Down The Road Apiece’ has

Staying with Steve, there’s a trio of Mar-Keys
goodies of which one, ‘Night Before’, was B-side
to the classic ‘Last Night’. Elsewhere, those with
the Hobbit habit. who love all things ‘Lord of the
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Rings’, will go for the ‘Hobbit Symphony’ by
Smoke, who were created by Kim Fowley, best
known to rockers for his involvement in Gene
Vincent’s 1969 album ‘I’m Back And I’m Proud’.
This track, along with the contributions by Friar
Tuck and the Lemon Pipers of ‘Green
Tambourine’ fame didn’t excite me too much but
the Soulful Strings’ version of the Temptations’
masterpiece was unusual and fascinating. There
was a fair amount of easy-listening fare in the
Allen Toussaint canon but his fairly pedestrian
version of ‘Tequila’ from 1969 is elevated by the
presence of Joseph ‘Ziggy’ Modeliste, drummer
with the Meters.

Rhythm Riot last year, Tommy Brown mentioned
that copies were on sale at the back of the hall, so
it must be assumed that Chitlin’ Circuit
Productions must be Tommy’s own label. (Extract
from the web – “He is also working on a book and
a forthcoming comedy CD and a blues CD titled
"Tommy Brown's Classics," both of which will be
produced on his own record label, Chitlins Circuit
Productions”. Good guess Bunter – H). Whether
true or not, the CD is issued with Brown’s blessing
and is a fine overview of this pioneering giant’s
recorded work from the early ‘50s to about the
early ‘70s, even if practically all its contents are
dubbed from disc.

I recall Brother Ray’s ‘Booty Butt’ being issued as
a single on the genius’s own label, Tangerine, in
1971 (though I’m sure the title was ‘Boody Butt’ –
can anyone confirm?). This is primarily an
instrumental in that, towards the end, Ray offers a
few off-mike lines. Whatever, it’s an enjoyable,
seldom heard goody. Once a popular bandleader
in ‘50s Britain (‘Blue Tango’), Ray Martin was
living and working in the States by the early ‘60s
and 1963’s ‘Whodunnit’ finds his orchestra playing
some brooding jazz in the big band style with
sound effects appropriate for a murder mystery –
screams, gunshots, etc. Trouble is, these effects
threaten to engulf the music at times. Like, bizarre
man.

Known professionally as Tommy ‘Weepin’n’Cryin’
Brown, his stage act, as we Rioters have seen, is
something to behold; he sings a great jump blues
(and there are plenty on this CD) but, when he
sings lowdown blues, he does so wracked with
emotion. No wonder Johnnie Ray considered him
a major influence. Anyhow, things get off to a
flying start with ‘Atlanta Boogie’ which, along with
equally tasty ‘House Near The Railroad Track’,
was originally issued on Regent and Acorn, both
subsidiary labels in Herman Lubinsky’s Savoy setup. Savoy itself issued the swinging ‘Double
Faced Deacon’, backed with another jumper ‘V8
Cadillac Baby’, in 1951. ‘Fat Hardy’s Tardy’ was
issued in 1950 on a small label based in Atlanta,
Georgia called Gerald (as ‘Fat Hardy’s Boogie’)
and credited solely to the Roy Mays Orchestra;
Brown, of course, sings the vocal.

I love the Bill Black Combo but the later period
‘Bluff City Cookin’ didn’t get the juices flowing too
much. Liked Eddy Senay’s two songs though,
some real groovy sounds. Cool Daddy Stylus’s
great booklet notes inform us that Senay recorded
for the Hollywood based Sussex label and that
‘Delgado’ and ‘Soul Preachin’ were part of a 1972
album ‘Step By Step’. First issued on an Atlantic
single in 1966, Little Mac’s instrumental cover of
the Wicked’s ‘Midnight Hour’ has long graced my
collection while, lastly, the Charles Lloyd Quartet
take the Ramsey Lewis route with 1966’s
‘Sombrero Sam’, also first released on Atlantic. A
little corker then from the Stylus staff, I’m
especially pleased to hear the Washrag material
for the first time. May there be many more!

‘Tra La La La La’ is a slow blues very much in the
New Orleans style and it features Tommy with the
popular Griffin Brothers Band; this track appeared
on Randy Wood’s Dot label in 1951, who also
released what came to be Brown’s signature
song, ‘Weepin’nCryin’ Blues’. ‘Baby Don’t Leave
Me’, issued on the RCA subsidiary Groove in
1955, treads similar ground to ‘Weepin’n’Cryin’, as
do ‘Fore Day Train’, recorded for King in 1953,
and ‘No News From Home’ which, together with
another slow blues item, ‘Never Trust A Woman’,
appeared on Dot. I wasn’t struck too much with
‘Gambler’s Prayer’, a waltz-time piece played
straight but ‘How Much Can I Stand’ (another King
side from 1953) is an agreeably good rocker.

Tommy Brown – Classic Tommy Brown –
Chitlins Circuit Productions (no number)

‘Nosey Neighbours’, issued on United in 1954,
has a strong Chicago sound to it, unsurprising as
Willie Dixon and Walter ’Shakey’ Horton are
among the band members. Also from this Windy
City session come the shuffler ‘Remember Me’
and the Latin-ish ‘Southern Woman’. ‘Won’t You
Forgive Me’ is a mid-tempo rocker form the Dot
days while the Ivory Joe Hunter-like ballad ‘Since
You Left Me Dear’ and the catchy rocker
‘Goodbye Baby’ saw release on King. King also
released a 1956 vocal version of Bill Doggett’s
major hit ‘Honky Tonk’ in which Tommy (backed
by Doggett’s combo as it turns out) provides us
with a demonstration of how to “do the Honky

Atlanta Boogie | Baby Don’t Leave Me | Double Faced
Deacon | Fat Hardy’s Tardy | Fore Day Train |
Gambler’s Prayer | Goodbye Baby | House Near The
Railroad Track | How Much Can I Stand | Never Trust A
Woman | No News From Home | Nosey Neighbours |
Old Rockin’ Chair | Remember Me | Since You Left Me
Dear | Someday, Someway | Southern Woman | The
Honky Tonk | The Thrill Is Gone | Tra La La La La | V8
Cadillac Baby | Weepin’n’Cryin’ | Won’t You Forgive
Me | You’ve Got A Heart | You’ve Got To Deal
Sometimes

As you see, there’s no catalogue number affixed
to this release, causing me to question it’s legality
but then I remembered that, while on stage at
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Tonk”. All good fun for the kiddies. No it’s not the
B B King ‘The Thrill Is Gone’ we have here; this
‘Thrill’ is a thrilling rocker from Groove.

from this country ‘The Sound Of Fury’ (Decca
LF1329); these being Joe Brown (guitar), Reg
Guest (piano), Bill Stark and Alan Weighell
(basses), Andy White (drums) and vocalists the
Four Jays who, contrary to popular belief, did not
become the Fourmost. Seven of the twelve songs
made it into the finished album.

As with many of his contemporaries, once the
Rock'n'Roll “craze” kicked in, by late 1957,
Tommy found it hard, if not impossible, to score
hits but, at the end of ’57, he was based in New
Orleans, recording for Imperial. ‘Someday,
Someway’ and ‘You’ve Got A Heart’ are listenable,
likeable fare with New Orleans’ finest behind him.
A more recent offering, ‘You’ve Got To Deal
Sometimes’ concludes this set. Regarding
availability, I believe Bob Thomas at Bim Bam has
copies, or can get copies, of this CD. Check it out!

The tape/CD starts with Bill announcing that these
are only basic run-throughs and that the hard graft
with regard to arrangements, solos, etc. will be
worked out in the studio. First off is ‘Well All Right’
which finally reached us as ‘Alright, Goodbye’; this
appeared on the B-side of ‘Wondrous Place’
(F11267) as well as the album. ‘What I Need’
became ‘It's You I Need’; ‘I Know It's Love’
became ‘That’s Love’ (which was also released as
single F11237) and ‘My Advice’, ‘Phone Call’ and
‘Don't Say It's Over’ bear the same (up) tempos
as on the finished product. ‘Since You've Been
Gone’ is different in that, on the demo, the tempo
is bright as opposed to the split tempo cut on ‘The
Sound Of Fury’.

Billy Fury – The Sound Of Fury Demos –
Select SELCD608
Well All Right | Cheating With Love | What I Need | My
Advice | What Did I Do | Phone Call | Don't Say It's
Over | Since You've Been Gone | Don't Tell Me Lies |
Love, Love, Love | You Wonder Why | I Know It's Love
| I'm Left, You're Right, She's Gone | Paralyzed | Baby |
Playing For Keeps | Have I Told You Lately That I Love
You | Love's A-Callin' | Billy Remembers

So, looking at the five songs that missed the teninch boat, ‘Cheating With Love’ and ‘What Did I
Do’ finally got cut at Decca’s West Hampstead
studio in January 1963 but stayed in the can until
their eventual release on the 1990 ‘Once Upon A
Dream’ set on Deram. ‘Don't Tell Me Lies’ was
recorded when Billy was with Parlophone (around
1970 according to Eley and Dopson). ‘Love, Love,
Love’ was turned into ‘Love, Sweet Love’,
recorded in 1982 at which time Fury was with
Polydor. ‘You Wonder Why’ seems to have
missed out in terms of commercial recording; Bill
made the one shot at it on the tape and the song
was duly consigned to the pages of history.

This
shiny
Castle
cracker
will
be
welcomed with open
arms by collectors of
classic
British
Rock'n'Roll. It contains
a series of mainly
home-recorded demos
by Billy Fury, some of
which
would
have
been cut just prior to the infamous show at
st
Birkenhead Essoldo, featuring Marty Wilde, on 1
October 1958 at which 17 year old Ron Wycherley
made his (unscheduled) stage debut. These
earliest recordings, according to the excellent
notes by Roger Dopson and Chris Eley, were
recorded at the Percy F Phillips recording studio in
Liverpool. All are taken from 78 r.p.m. acetates
and two songs, spirited versions of ‘I'm Left,
You're Right, She's Gone’ and ‘Have I Told You
Lately That I Love You’, which are naturally sung
in the Elvis style, were first issued as part of the
‘Wondrous Place Live’ collection on the Ozit
Morpheus label in 2000 and were presented in
appalling sound quality.

For lovers of the work of Billy Fury then (i.e.
myself), this is a truly important, historical release.
The booklet is superbly presented with some
great pics and EP covers and stuff and, as
mentioned before, the sound quality is fine given
the circumstances in which the songs were cut. A
nice touch is added where the CD is dedicated to
the memory of Terry Jones who died a year or two
back and whose shop in Chiswick, ‘Spinning
Disc’, I often visited. Unreservedly recommended,
mid-price too!

45 r.p.m. Review

For this new collection these songs, in addition to
two newly discovered songs, ‘Baby’ and ‘Love's ACallin', also a fragment of Stan Kesler’s ‘Playing
For Keeps’ and an excellent take on ‘Paralyzed’,
are featured in far superior sound quality. A
special mention of merit, then, to the masterer (Is
that a word? – H) of these and the other
recordings contained herein, who it appears is one
Emile Ford (so that’s what he gets up to these
days!). And what “other” recordings, for here is the
complete tape of songs that were submitted to the
guys who got to play behind Billy on what surely
became the finest Rock'n'Roll album to emerge

Tree Surgeon – Valdigt Ensam Blues – Glotzer
Tree Surgeon come from Sweden and they
comprise singer Erik Petersson (who’s a regular
contributor for the excellent Swedish publication
‘American Music’), guitarists Curt Busk and Mats
Engdal (although who plays bass is unspecified)
and drummer Pete Andersson. Erik also wrote the
song featured on this single ‘Valdigt Ensam
Blues’, which is a chugging, mid-tempo blues
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(obviously) with a main riff not unlike Johnny
Kidd’s ‘Shakin’ All Over’. A good, modern, solid
sound, the multi lingual among you will not be put
off by the fact that the lyrics are sung in Swedish.
The demo copy that I had been handed by our
editor is but one-sided and so I’d love to hear
more from this band. Nice sound!

As usual, Gordon featured a mixture of his Private
Stock/RCA favourites. Opening with a brooding
‘Suzie Q’ and an equally menacing ‘The Fool’, he
then surprised me by featuring his “record hop hit”
‘Driving Wheel’ so early on. Great version though
and then it was onwards and upwards with Don
Gibson’s ‘Look Who’s Blue’, Willie Nelson’s ‘Hello
Walls’ and Johnny Faire/Clint Miller/Dorsey
Burnette’s ‘Bertha Lou’. Something of a rarity
cropped up next, a great solid version of Gene
Wyatt’s ‘Lover Boy’.

Show Review
Rocker’s Reunion
Winter Party
18th January 2003

Singalong time next with the King’s ‘Suspicion’,
followed by some choice Johnny Burnette with ‘I
Just Found Out’ and ‘Rockabilly Boogie’ which
sent the crowd well and truly bonkers. The
atmosphere stayed in bonkers mode for the
closer, a brilliant ‘Mystery Train’. Robert encored
first with ‘Red Hot’ (love to see him do ‘Flying
Saucers Rock'n'Roll’ over here) and then, in
response to a request, he started Bruce
Springsteen’s ‘Fire’, a song reputedly pitched from
the Boss to the King but sadly got passed over.
‘Fire’ was quickly doused and it was off into Jack
Scott’s ‘The Way I Walk’, a song that Robert
always did a superb job on. A fiery ‘Baby Let’s
Play House’ wrapped things up; full marks to the
backing musicians for a fine job and thanks to
Robert Gordon, possessor of a unique voice and
of undoubted style. Another popular Ted band, the
Skyrockers, closed out proceedings with a
spirited set, concluding another ‘Piss Up Of The
Year’. Here’s to Rocker’s Reunion 2004!

No sooner do we rockin’ Kats and Kittens get over
our New Year hangovers than we realise that it’s
time to head (these days) for the Rivermead
Leisure Complex in Reading where the first major
Rock'n'Roll event of the year, the Rocker’s
Reunion Winter Party, is held. This year’s event
th
took place on January 8 and featured an exciting
plethora of hot rockin’ acts, including the welcome
return of none other than Robert Gordon, who
gave a truly top-class performance. We’ll come to
that later; let’s name-check the hors d’oeuvres in
this boogie banquet.
Crowd-warmer-uppers were Jelly Bean and the
partying punters were further fuelled by a rare
appearance of one of the all-time great Ted
bands, the Riot Rockers. A real good time party
atmosphere had engulfed the Rivermead by the
time our good rockin’ buddies the Houserockers
appeared and Rob, Wayne and Ritchie duly
despatched a red-hot set, including songs from
the Rockin’ Variety CD. Next up was the one and
only Jet Harris and his Shadows (who included
Bobby Woodman, drummer for Vince Taylor back
in the early ‘60s) who kicked off with ‘Main Title
Theme (Man With The Golden Arm)’, a 1962 solo
hit for Jet, while the remainder of his set, as you’d
expect, consisted of faithful versions of his
successes with Tony Meehan (‘Diamonds’) and, of
course, the original Shadows (‘Apache’, ‘Nivram’,
etc.). As with his appearance at the 2000 show,
he conquered the hearts of all and sundry with a
highly professional performance.









A Double Dose of Frolicks
from The Funkster
January
Apologies to the Funkster for the delay in publishing
this, his January submission. Unfortunately, the
Christmas post caused him to miss our deadline.

Hello. Well I trust you all had a fine Christmas and
that nice Santa Claus left you something
unexpected under the Christmas tree. Me, I had a
chunky jumper, an Elvis collectables book and a
pair of Elvis ‘Are You Lonesome Tonight’ boxer
shorts. Oh yes, and a pair of ‘Great Balls Of Fire’
cuff links. I was rather expecting Halle Berry but
she left a note that she was sorry that she wasn’t
able to occupy the special place under my tree but
perhaps next year (strangely, the note was written
in Woody’s handwriting – H). Oh well, I can live in
hope.

The starters over, it was time for the main course.
Robert Gordon has long been a huge favourite
with the biking fraternity, due in no small part to
his appearance in the 1981 movie, ‘The Loveless’.
A rare visitor to these shores at one time, he’s
made a few trips to the UK of late and tonight’s
show saw him backed by two-thirds of the
Houserockers (Rob and Wayne); also drummer
Paul Atkinson, frequently seen with the Hemsby
House Band at, errrm… Hemsby, and rhythm
guitarist Antonio (didn’t catch his surname but is
his full name Antonio Coni, who played rhythm
guitar on the Big Town Playboys’ ‘Hip Joint’
album?).

The much anticipated 3 CD box of Sam Cooke
and the Soul Stirrers, Specialty (The Complete
Recordings) gathers together all the issued
masters and alternates that remain in the vaults at
the label’s current owners (Fantasy). Personally, I
must confess it isn’t my cup of tea (or in my case,
Southern Comfort and Coke), not really in to
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gospel. To paraphrase Tom T Hall “When they
start talking about all that fire and hell I get
spooked!” (only joking friends). It’s a shame that
Allan Klein controls Cooke’s RCA output, a boxset of his COMPLETE RCA output would be
welcome in this house.

Other musical heroes include Charlie Rich whom I
met in 1974 when he came over to tour. My mate,
Bill Williams, and I went to see him in Ipswich on
his opening night and I took along my Smash LP
of ‘The Best Years’ for an autograph. Bill took an
ORIGINAL copy of Charlie’s Phillips International
LP ‘Lonely Weekends With C.R.’ which, if I recall
correctly, had cost him the sum of £10 from Rock
On.

Lately I’ve bought so much that finding time to
listen to it all is in itself a task. I’m actually typing
this on Christmas day having consumed the
turkey and veggies – to be honest, a good takeaway from my local curry house would have been
better. My money of late has been spent on the
recent CD re-issues of Bakersfield’s favourite son,
Merle Haggard, what with BGO here in the U.K.
(six original LPs on 3 CDs – ‘HAG/Let Me Tell You
A Story About A Song’, ‘My Love Affair With
Trains/The Roots Of My Raising’, ‘The Legend Of
Bonnie And Clyde/Pride In What I Am’) plus
American issues of ‘Mama Tried’ and ‘Okie From
Muskogee’. I’ve got most of Merle’s Capitol
albums but I’m missing around four or five. Along
with Kris Kristofferson I’d rate him alongside Hank
Williams. Just in case you weren’t aware, Hank
died 50 years ago this year (see Shaky Lee last
month – H) but his presence is still felt. The spirit
of Hiram is still felt though many of today’s country
singers weren’t even born. To quote another film
song ‘Hank And Lefty Raised My Country Soul’.
By my account there are about eight other albums
from Capitol awaiting re-issue to shiny.

We met his manager Sy Rosenberg in a local
boozer by chance (we recognised Yank accents
and figured that they were to do with The Silver
Fox) and were invited to meet Charlie backstage
after the show… oh, really fond memories. On
one night of his tour he was announced (twice) as
Charley Pride (Rich quipped “I wish I had his
money” and the compere received his P45 for his
troubles). I don’t think at that time Charlie had
invested in the Wendy hamburger chain (at some
point he did and, when he sold his shares, he
became a millionaire if he wasn’t one already).
Anyway, my Christmas was spent with friends
Southern Comfort and Coke and tapes of the
Goon Show. Well, there was too much shite on
TV, sod the bleedin’ Queen’s speech. The good
Queen Mum and Princess Margaret both popped
their clogs and they had better send-offs than my
old Ma and Pa when they shuffled off this mortal
coil.
rd

It was reported that the world’s first human clone
was born but it could be hideously malformed,
grotesque and suffer severe emotional problems
in later life. I thought we already had Liam
Gallagher and Michael Jackson, not forgetting the
good Dr Dale in deepest Woking.

Oh, you may want to pencil in May 3 in your
books. Linda Gail is down at the Half Moon,
Putney.
Recent visits to Soho (good God man, have you
no shame? What would Cherie say about all these
clandestine meetings?) have enabled me to pick
up some interesting books (bloody Nora, I didn’t
think that was possible… eye-strain, surely?). No,
I jest. Search out ‘The Goons, The Story (Spike
Milligan, Harry Secombe and Eric Sykes)’ on
Virgin Books. Published in 2001 it reveals many
stories behind the famous shows and certain
individuals who were the basis of many of the
characters (particularly Bluebottle). It tells the
story right from the beginning and I picked it up for
the princely sum of £2.99 (normally £9.99).

th

Further to the 50 anniversary of the passing of
Hank Williams it was understood that Hank
Williams Jr and Hank the third would play the
th
Grand Ole Opry on January 4 . (If Hank 3 has a
child will he name it Hank Williams 4 (probably not
if it’s a girl – H), chilling stuff I think although there
rd
is a Jerry Lee 3 who I don’t believe has any
musical talent, fat bastard more like).
It was 30 years ago that Sergeant Pepper taught
the band to play (oops… sorry, I’m getting
confused). No good readers, it was 30 years ago
this January that Jerry Lee flew into London and
spent three days recording material that would be
released as ‘The Session’ and produced a Top 40
hit, ‘Drinking Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee’. If our friends
at Bear Family read this could we please have an
expanded edition of those sessions? Fond
memories; I went down to Advision Studios and
met up with Jerry Lee (with a copy of ‘In The
Mood’ held tightly in my grasp for his autograph)
where I met one of my musical heroes, gained an
audience and went away a happy bunny with an
autographed disc (now kept in a sealed vault to be
auctioned upon my demise for no less than £10).

Ray Ellington, who appeared many times on the
show with his quartet, featured ‘Bloodshot Eyes’ anyone out there who can name the actual show
(and I should point out that this is not from a book)
will receive a cheque for £20 as a late Christmas
prezzie. Only the first answer will count – if I know
you guys, I’d be in the poor house otherwise.
Entries to our esteemed editor who will forward
them on to me (I’ll refund your postage, sir…
grovel, grovel, may I be your tea boy?). (The
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board wishes to
disassociate itself from this offer as poor old
Woody can’t afford even a fiver – H) Oh well, until
February… (and, lo, February appears next – H)
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February

carry a large stock so I
have to go into Oxford
Street (and this has
nothing
to
do
with
clandestine visits to Soho
– H). The sale which also
started Boxing Day didn’t
turn
up
anything
worthwhile, in fact, some “reduced” CDs were
higher in price than in the shop’s previous salefor instance, previously £1.99 and now £4.99. I’ve
got Rock'n'Roll money burning a hole in my
pocket and I can’t spend it all on wine and women
(no song). It’s a fix if I don’t spend £20 or more I
don’t believe it’s been a worthwhile journey even if
the £2 bus pass is excellent value for money.

January has had its fair share of rock casualties.
Bee Gee Maurice Gibb died after undergoing a
stomach operation a few days previously. The
remaining brothers, Robin and Barry were not too
happy about the way he was treated (should’ve
gone to St George’s in Tooting) and they want an
investigation.
Ex T-Rex bongos man Mickey Finn (surely that
wasn’t his real name?) passed away aged 55. By
my reckoning that only leaves Steve Peregrine
Took (any relation to Barry?).
To cap it off, Pete Townsend was arrested (and
bailed) on child porn charges. I never trusted
dodgy geezers like Jonathan King or Gary Glitter
but our Pete… I hope it’s all one dreadful mistake.
I know he does a lot for the Prince’s Trust (no you
fools, not the poncy little Yank who called himself
 but our own Prince Charles). A mate of mine
paid serious wedge to see them at the Royal
Albert Hall (the Who, that is), about £200 via a
tout. He’s been a fan of the boys since the ‘60s
and is a proud owner of the ‘My Generation’
album on Brunswick, which is still in finer nick, so
he says.

Are you a Star trek fan or Trekkie as they are
often referred to? (I think the serious ones are
called Trekkers as well – H). There’s ‘The Star
Trek Experience’ at Hyde Park with props and
costumes from the original series and more, as
well as Next Generation, Deep Space Nine and
the new one, Enterprise spin-offs. There’s even a
flight simulator, all for £15.50 cash or cheque (if
you pay by credit card, add a further £2.20) and
it’s a waste of time. There have been three things
that have offered much but delivered little – the
first leg-over, the millennium dome and this! I
thought that, for £30 more, I could get myself a
lady of the night down at Bedford Hill (Christ,
they’ve shot up in price, I’d get back to Soho if I
was you – H), a stone’s throw from Record Corner
in Balham (gateway to the South as Peter Sellers
once said). I can’t say that I’ve ever done that but,
no pain, no gain.

Earlier in January during
one of my forays into HMV
I picked up a fine release
from our friends at Proper,
‘The Shuffle Boogie King’
by Joe Liggins and his
Honeydrippers, PVCD117
which I got for £8.99. This is a two-disc set
covering Joe’s output for Exclusive, opening with
the original 1945 recording of ‘The Honeydripper’,
through to his last recordings with the label in
1949. After an unsuccessful attempt by Art
(Specialty) Rupe to buy Exclusive’s masters with
the intention of re-releasing them on Specialty, he
signed Joe to a contract to the label and was
rewarded with a hit, ‘Pink Champagne’. This set
closes with ‘Rain, Rain, Rain’ from October 1951
and includes his other R&B hits ‘Frankie Lee’ and
‘I’ve Got A Right To Cry’, updated by Fats Domino
during his period with ABC-Paramount and even
more recently by country songstress Mandy
Barnet (produced by Owen Bradley). The sound
on the opening track, ’The Honeydripper’, is a little
on the scratchy side but the remainder are fine.
Those of you who have the two Ace CDs of Joe’s
Specialty material (up to 1954) will obviously have
the 14 sides included here – the 50 track double
CD breaks down to 36 Exclusive sides and 14
Specialty. There’s a nice 16-page booklet
including a part-discography written by Joop
Visser.

It was reported that Linda Gail Lewis won £14,000
damages against Van Morrison but the charges of
unfair dismissal and sexual harassment were not
upheld in court. Yeah, I bet… it’ll be safe to
assume that Morrison’s legal people came up to
her and offered her a deal that she drops two
charges and she’ll get a sweetener in return! (The
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board would like
to distance itself from this claim and the Funkster
in case of a libel suit from Mr Morrison – H).
There’s a new biography on Van Morrison, ‘Can
You Hear The Silence’, by Clinton Heylin (Virgin)
and, even before it was published, our friend Mr
Morrison was putting the frighteners on Heylin and
the publishers, threatening legal action. Linda
herself has some amusing views on Van the Man
which are in the book. In conversation with her
myself, I’ve been privy to some amazing
anecdotes about her relationship with him. One
thing, he hates reading or hearing ANYTHING bad
written or spoken about him. I met him once in
1989 and found him a most unpleasant individual
(yet he speaks very highly of you – H) although
I’ve enjoyed some of his music.

Look out for a Lucky Millinder set ‘Apollo Jump’
PVCD115. I didn’t spot it at the time but I will
investigate it on a subsequent visit to the store.
We do have an HMV in my town but it doesn’t

Before I depart, a few jokes (this is where I get the
censor’s pen out - H), a couple of Bbee Gees for
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Rockin’ Sydney, Buddy Knox, Screamin’ Jay
Hawkins, Malcolm Yelvington, Cornell Gunter of
The Coasters, Bill Haley, and his sax player Rudy
Pompilli.

you.
1. A new re-mix is released very soon; ‘Barely
Alive, An Underground Mix’, ‘Buried Alive’ and
‘How Deep Is Your Bruv’. It was such a
‘Tragedy’ that he died of ‘Night Fever’ (boom,
boom).
2. A man came home from work one morning to
find his wife serving breakfast in bed to the
dustman. He also noticed a 50p piece on the
sideboard. “What the hell is going on here?” he
demanded. His wife replied, “It was your idea
darling, last night I asked you if we should give
the dustman a Christmas tip and you said f*ck
the dustman, give him 50p! Breakfast was my
idea…”

Thirty five years ago on Tuesday 28th February
1968 Frankie Lymon took the trip to Rock’n’Roll
heaven on being discovered laid out on the
bathroom floor of his grandmother’s Harlem
apartment at 470 West 165th Street, a
hypodermic syringe by his side. He was twentyfive years old.
Frankie Lymon was born in the Washington
Heights area of New York on 30th September
1942, and brought up in a run-down tenement
building. Becoming streetwise at an early age, he
supplemented his income from working at a
grocery
store
by
soliciting
clients
for
neighbourhood prostitutes before reaching his
teens. In 1954, whilst attending Edward W Stitt
Junior High School, Lymon joined four fellow
pupils who had been singing under the names of
the Coupe De Villes, the Ermines, and the
Premiers. The vocal quartet consisted of two
Puerto Ricans (lead tenor Herman Santiago and
baritone Joe Negroni) and two blacks (second
tenor Jimmy Merchant and bass Sherman
Gaines).

The Funkster









SHAKY LEE'S
FEBRUARY FEATURE
Here’s a look at the Record Mirror chart on St
Valentine’s Day 1959.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15=
15=
17.
18.
19.
20.

I Got Stung/One Night – Elvis Presley (RCA)
To Know Him Is To Love Him – The Teddy Bears
(London)
Baby Face – Little Richard (London)
Kiss Me Honey – Shirley Bassey (Philips)
Does Your Chewing Gum Lose Its Flavour –
Lonnie Donegan (Nixa)
As I love You – Shirley Bassey (Philips)
Problems – The Everly Brothers (London)
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes – The Platters
(Mercury)
The Day The Rains Came – Jane Morgan
(London)
Pub With No Beer – Slim Dusty (Columbia)
Wee Tom – Lord Rockingham’s XI (Decca)
I’ll Be With You In Apple Blossom Time –
Rosemary June (Pye)
High School Confidential – Jerry Lee Lewis
(London)
All Of A Sudden My Heart Sings – Paul Anka
(Columbia)
It’s Only Make Believe – Conway Twitty (MGM)
Petite Fleur – Chris Barber (Nixa)
I’ll Remember Tonight – Pat Boone (London)
Stagger Lee – Lloyd Price (HMV)
Little Drummer Boy – The Beverley Sisters
(Decca)
Chantilly Lace – The Big Bopper (Mercury)

In late 1955 a chance encounter with Richard
Barrett, leader of the Valentines and talent scout
for local record labels, led to the quintet
auditioning for record mogul George Goldner. An
original number, ‘Why Do Birds Sing So Gay’, had
the title amended at Goldner’s suggestion, and he
also insisted that Lymon took over the lead vocal
part from Santiago. Tenor saxophone session
man Jimmy Wright came up with a new name for
the group and so, in January 1956, ‘Why Do Fools
Fall In Love’ by The Teenagers featuring Frankie
Lymon was released on Goldner’s Gee label.

The 3rd of February 1959 has been termed the
day the music died with reference to the tragic
loss of Buddy Holly in the well-documented plane
crash in which Ritchie Valens and The Big Bopper
also perished.

Joe Negroni, Herman Santiago, Jimmy Merchant,
Frankie Lymon and Sherman Garnes

They aren’t the only musical stars to have died in
this month during the years though.
Other
February fatalities include Guitar Slim, Jesse
Belvin, Little Walter, Memphis Slim, Johnnie Ray,
Del Shannon, Webb Pierce, Johnny Carroll,

With a splendid solo introduction from bass singer
Gaines, Lymon’s young soprano voice soars and
swoops like a bird and is punctuated only be
Wright’s honking sax break and the Teenagers
tenacious vocal backing. The record quickly
entered the US pop charts, rising to number
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Of Stars” package alongside the Everly Brothers,
Buddy Knox, Jimmy Bowen, Paul Anka, Chuck
Berry, Fats Domino, LaVern Baker, Clyde
McPhatter, the Drifters, the Bobbettes, and the
Crickets. Although he wasn’t going down too well
in concert, he was the life and soul of the party
when he wasn’t sleeping with older women or
shooting up heroin. Further dates on Alan Freed’s
“The Big Beat” package with Jerry Lee Lewis,
Chuck Berry, Buddy Holly, and the Chantels, and
a General Artists Corporation all star tour kept
Lymon in the public eye during 1958, but his star
was fading fast.

seven. This was no mean feat for a small
independent record company at that time and,
issued over here on Columbia, it hit our number
one spot in July 1956, becoming one of the
biggest sellers of the year.
The follow-up single, Santiago’s ‘I Want You To
Be My Girl’, reached the American top twenty,
whilst the next two releases, ‘I Promise To
Remember’ and ‘ABC’s Of Love’ made the lower
half of Billboard’s Hot 100. As 1956 ended Frankie
Lymon and the Teenagers had released four
singles, all of which had entered the national
charts, and their first LP was issued which went
on to reach the top 20 American pop album chart.
They had performed, along with the Platters and
Bill Haley & His Comets on one of Alan Freed’s
shows at the Brooklyn Paramount, been on tour
with “The Biggest Rock‘n’Roll Show of 1956”, and
appeared on national television. They were also
featured in the film ‘Rock, Rock, Rock’ singing
‘Baby Baby’ and ‘I’m Not A Juvenile Delinquent’.

His next two singles, ‘My Girl/So Goes Love’ and
‘It’s Christmas Everywhere’ flopped. However the
album ‘Rock ‘n’ Roll With Frankie Lymon’
contained storming versions of a dozen well
known numbers such as ‘Little Bitty Pretty One’,
‘Buzz Buzz Buzz’, ‘Waitin’ In School’ and
‘Silhouettes’. Although continuing to record over
the next few years very little of it was noteworthy,
as the novelty appeal was lost due to the
deepening of his voice.

As 1957 dawned the group were booked for two
week engagements in both London and Glasgow,
plus other dates dotted around Britain with artists
such as The Chas McDevitt Skiffle Group and
Terry Lightfoot & His Jazzmen. Before leaving for
England they filmed a cameo role for another film
starring Alan Freed and Teddy Randazzo – ‘Mister
Rock and Roll’ – singing ‘Love Put Me Out Of My
Head’, and ‘Fortunate Fellow’.

In 1961 Lymon’s drug habit led to him participating
in a rehabilitation programme at Manhattan
General Hospital, and in 1964 he was arrested for
a narcotics offence, followed by a further heroin
charge two years later. After entering the army to
avoid a jail sentence, and then marrying
schoolteacher Emira Eagle, Lymon was
scheduled to return to the recording studio at the
beginning of March 1968 in an attempt to revive
his career, when he administered his final fatal
shot of smack. Sherman Gaines died during
open-heart surgery on 26th February 1977, and
Joe Negroni passed away on 5th September 1978
of a brain haemorrhage.

The London Palladium variety season opened on
Monday 1st April where Frankie and the boys
pleased the packed house so much that they took
four curtain calls. Backed by five British
instrumentalists, besides their hits their set
included ‘Paper Castles’, ‘Share’ and ‘Begin The
Beguine’. Clad in white sweaters emblazoned with
red T’s, dark trousers, and black and white shoes,
their vocal prowess, noisy excitement and dance
movements lived up to the billing as “America’s
Sensational Young Stars The Teenagers” and
“The Wonder Boy Frankie Lymon”. God only
knows what they must have thought of the nine
acts who supported them, amongst which were
dance comedians, acrobats, a ventriloquist, a
contortionist and four performing dogs!

In December 1981 Diana Ross took ‘Why Do
Fools Fall In Love’ to No.4 in the UK charts.
Authorship of the song has long been a
contentious issue. Originally believed to have
been a Lymon/Goldner collaboration, the
songwriting credits were shown as Lymon/Levy
(Goldner is thought to have sold his share to
partner Morris Levy to settle gambling debts). A
couple of years after Ross’s hit version Lymon’s
widow sued for full rights to royalties whereupon
one Elizabeth Waters claimed to have married
Lymon in the early sixties, as did Platters’ singer
Zola Taylor. The two surviving Teenagers pursued
their own claim to have been the true songwriters
and finally, in 1992, a federal judge awarded
complete rights in favour of Herman Santiago,
Jimmy Merchant, and Emira Lymon.

The A-side of their latest single, ‘I’m Not A
Juvenile Delinquent’ reached No.12 here, whilst
curiously, the flip, ‘Baby Baby’, climbed to No.4
but the disc failed to chart in their home country.
A live album – ‘Frankie Lymon At The London
Palladium’ – was recorded and would be released
by Roulette. Thereafter Goldner decided to
promote Lymon as a solo artist, and his first single
without the Teenagers, ‘Goody Goody’, reached
No.24 in Britain at the end of September, and
turned out to be the final time he would feature in
the top fifty.

As Bunter reported in the last issue of 'Tales From
The Woods', Merchant and Santiago appeared at
the Rhythm Riot weekend along with Frankie’s
younger brother Lewis, where they showed that
their vocal chords are still intact and they can still
thrill an audience with their groovy dance steps.

Meanwhile Lymon toured with Irving Feld’s “Show
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conditions similar to cattle being exported! It didn’t
take me long to decide what to do. With the
prospect of spending 17 hours cooped up in an
airliner the following day, it did seem quite stupid
to even consider staying at the venue.
So, a poor show, well what I saw of it anyway and
also complete lunacy by the Mean Fiddler
organisation for selling so many tickets. Just as
well I had a freebie then!

Jimmy Merchant, Lewis Lymon, Bobby Jay,
Herman Santiago and Timothy Wilson

[With acknowledgement to Bill Millar whose
informative sleeve notes to the wonderful PYE LP
Why Do Fools Fall In Love (NSPL28251) formed
the basis and inspiration for this article].
Doo Wopping Wilkinson







A couple of days after returning from Costa Rica I
went to see...
The Damned and The Blockheads @ The
Fairfield Halls Croydon 17/12/02.



A bit of an odd one this. The bill was originally
including Wreckless Eric, but this then changed
after a few weeks and was replaced by Eddie &
The Hotrods. Even stranger was the motley
collection of people waiting around the Fairfield;
ok the usual Goths and punks I can understand
but grannies and kids! It was then I realised that
the panto was on in the smaller theatre; if only I
had brought my camera, I could have got some
amusing piccies.

Marffa's Muffins
(who went to Costa Rica and never sent us a postcard!)

Just before departing for the sunny climes of
Costa Rica I went to see…
Alabama 3 @ The Mean Fiddler 01/12/02.
I really struggled to get tickets for this gig; I had
tried a few days before but found it to be sold out.
Having pretty much given up on the idea I was
saved at the eleventh hour by a friend of mine. He
had been placed on the guest list and now
couldn’t make it so he allowed me to take his
place. What good fortune I thought…

The Blockheads were a bit disappointing really. I
had seen them before, both on their own and also
with Ian Dury and both times were better than
this. Sound played a major part, the songs were
too bass heavy and the vocals kept on being
drowned out. The band also didn’t sound as tight
as they have in the past. Towards the end of the
set it did improve, the vocals were taken over by
another blockhead with a stronger and deeper
voice. The usual songs appeared – Hit me with
your rhythm stick, Sweet Gene Vincent, What a
waste – to name but a few.

I got up there just before 9pm and claimed my
place without any problems; however, once inside,
things took on a whole new perspective. I’ve been
to sell out gigs at the Mean Fiddler before, and I
know that they like to pack them in but, even so,
what greeted my eyes when I opened the door to
the auditorium was scary.

Toilet brushes and Christmas trees don’t normally
go together do they? But then neither does the
thought of the Fairfield holding a new wave/punk
gig; fortunately somebody thought that they would
and the result was pretty bloody good! After being
introduced by the Mayor of Croydon(!) Mr
Oxymoron appears at a grand piano high on the
stage and, illuminated by a spotlight, he plays
Beauty of the beast in a slightly flamboyant
manner.

Once I managed to get in to the auditorium I
decided that I ought to go to the toilet. This can be
a pain to get to at the best of times but tonight it
was nigh on impossible. I spent some 5 to 10
minutes going nowhere. Being squashed from all
sides and not seeing any possibility that side of
Christmas of getting to the toilet, I decided to go
upstairs Usually if you can’t get a view of anything
downstairs then upstairs is better. Wrong! Apart
from finally carrying out my (much needed by this
time) ablutions, (I’ve heard about you guys peeing
over the balcony. Were you at the Hammersmith
Palais for Bill haley in 1977? – H) there seemed
little to gain from being nearer the gods. By now
the band had come on stage and the entire
balcony was up and standing; standing on the
stairs, in the aisles and mainly in front of me!

Entering the stage pushing a broom,
wearing a dustcoat, kilt and
trademark
beret
is
Captain
Sensible. For those of us who didn’t
know he explains that he used to be
a toilet attendant here many years
ago; this would now explain the
festive toilet brushes adorning the
stage. After berating the current toilet
attendant he launches in to Street of
dreams and is shortly joined by a
very energetic David Vanian.

After some pushing and shoving I did get to see
the band for a couple of songs. Was it worth it? Of
course it wasn’t! A complete waste of time; the
sound was awful and all the time you suffered
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I must confess that I never really got into The
Damned, I don’t know why. Perhaps it was
because I wasn’t old enough at the time of their
heyday, I’m not sure, but tonight I’m really wishing
that I had got into them earlier. Vanian looks very
good in his suited attire clutching the old fashion
radio mic. He twists and turns around the stage
and generally dances in a way very reminiscent of
Holly Johnson of Frankie goes to Hollywood;
lots of arm movements.

Simon Diamond brings on more of a Captain
Beefheart feeling to it. The lyrics are somewhat
surreal: ‘couldn’t take the public scorn changed
from human to plant form. Now he has swapped
his arms for roots his legs and soil are in cahoots!’
The whole album nudges around the psychedelic
era as far as influences are concerned. Skeleton
Key is just a mad rant complemented with the sort
of music you may find on a Russ Meyer film; don’t
get me wrong it’s good, very good, even down to
the outro. Spanish train reminds me of The
Doors, it has a great marching snare drum. The
whole album is riddled with influence from the
sixties and seventies and the La’s from the late
eighties early nineties. I cannot recommend this
album enough 8/10.

Quite a lot of banter between the audience and
Sensible takes place throughout the evening.
Requests for Happy Talk are flatly refused (thank
god) but persist till kicking out time. Ignite is
dedicated to the Fire fighters in support of their
ongoing dispute and receives the deserved
applause. Sensible decided to have a bit of a rant
about the current state of the toilets, “You mean
that that they have got worse since you left?!”
retorts Dave Vanian, before launching into I just
can’t be happy today.

Up and coming gigs for your diary.
th
9 Feb – Mighty Mighty Bosstones @ The
Garage. Top American Ska outfit with
top class horns.
th
12 Feb – Electric Six @ Electric Ballroom.
Danger High voltage! Check out the
storming single.
th
12 Feb – Libertines @ Astoria. East London
outfit whose fine recent album – Up
the bracket - was produced by Mick
Jones from the Clash.
th
15 Feb – Mike Sanchez @ Ealing Town Hall.
th
17 Feb – Shane Magowan & the Popes @
Shepherds Bush Empire.

I have to say that the auditorium was rocking out
in a big way. Most people were out of their seats
and down the front forming a fair size mosh pit.
Neat Neat Neat was the last song before the
encore and was performed to considerable
aplomb. Returning from the interval Sensible
treats us (if that’s what you can call it) to one of
his solo efforts. Croydon is performed complete
with backing singers, Teasing Lulu and is
dreadful!.
Another brief interlude brings everyone back on
stage and performing Love song, Eloise and
Smash it up. During the last song a Christmas
tree complete with lights and decorations found its
way from the stage to the audience along with a
large box of tinsel; it really was quite a sight. Last
but not least a member of the audience won the
stage backdrop after their ticket stub was pulled
from a hat.
So that brought to a close a fantastic gig. Walking
out I was surprised to see that it was almost
23:45; this meant that the Damned had played for
well over 2 hours! Value for money entertainment
without a doubt.

th

19 Feb – Pimp @ Taddy Bogel club, Kingly
Court, off Beak St Soho. Top class
live act with an engaging front man!
st
21 Feb – Asian Dub Foundation @ Shepherds
Bush Empire.
th
28 Feb – Crimea
@
Borderline.
Former
members of The Crocketts.
th
28 Feb – Bowling for Soup @ Astoria.
American punky types in a similar vain
to Blink 182.
st
1 Mar – Ministry @ Astoria. A rare gig by the
founders of the industrial metal. Expect
tunes like New world order and Jesus
built my hotrod.
Marffa

An album review
The Coral.
It’s not often you hear a band with
Showaddywaddy influences in an album these
days, but that’s what this bunch of Liverpudlians
have done. Ok, to be fair it’s not in every song, but
it’s there all the same. Dreaming of you is a
wonderful mix of jaunty La’s style music, close
harmonies
and
Showaddywaddyness!
Vibraphone, baritone sax, guitar and synth all
come together to form a wonderful sound.
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The STYLUS Label

although recordings around this time do exist, it
was the three albums he recorded on the Cadet
label in the early 70s under the tutelage of
arranger, Charles Stepney, which established him
as an outstanding singer-songwriter and set the
standard by which all subsequent recordings
would be judged.
He had already given notice of his creative talent
when he joined Jerry Butler’s Chicago
Songwriters’ Workshop in 1970 and, along with
Larry Wade, had written the wonderful The Love
We Had Stays On My Mind for one of Soul’s
greatest groups, the Dells. However he
subsequently went into self-imposed exile from
the music business through the ‘80s and ‘90s
when he prioritised his life in order to bring up his
daughter.

To obtain CDRs such as ‘Stevie’s Groove’, ‘The
Moontrekkers Collection’, ‘Monster Instros’ and
‘USA RnR 45s’ give Trev a ring on 020 8551 3346
(evenings) or drop him a line.







His gradual return was brought about when his
1982 recording of I Don’t Want To See Myself
(Without You) on an obscure label in Indiana
became popular on the dance floors of London in
the early ‘90s via a remixed version on the Acid
Jazz label. This prompted one-off visits during
annual leave from his job at the University of
Chicago and such was this success that a number
of quality album releases followed and he is now a
regular visitor to these shores.



On a ‘colder than Chicago’ night in London, Terry
returned to the Jazz Café to appear with his usual
UK band, which included Jazz stalwarts Gary
Plumley (saxes and flute) and Jim Mullen (guitar),
and with the addition, just for a change, of Eric
Hochberg, his American bassist from way back
when.

JAZZ JUNCTION
Terry Callier at the Jazz Café 7 January 2003
What part of the musical world does Terry
Callier inhabit? The Jazz Café listing
described him as a Folk-Jazz troubadour but
he is more than that. Sure there are the
songs about love and relationships but there
is also a moral and political edge to the
songs he writes. And when he is on stage he
brings a Buddha like calmness to his performance
even when he is railing against the racism and
injustice that exists in the world today.

Starting off with Ordinary Joe from his
Cadet days, he kept a packed audience
enrapt for nigh on two hours, covering
songs from both the distant and recent
past. He coaxed meaning from the
words of Keep Your Heart Right as he sang with
eyes closed and his soft voice made What Colour
Is Love? a song of aching beauty.
He described Monument Of Mars (from his latest
album Speak Your Peace) as a song about
scientists who ‘given a set of parameters, fail to
confront what conflicts with these givens’. On Fix
The Blame, Terry’s controlled anger against this
human failing was unnerving. For those of you
with an appreciation of irony, it bears repeating
some of the words.

Terry Callier grew up in the north side of Chicago
in the same area as Jerry Butler and Curtis
Mayfield. He was interested in music from an early
age and began singing doo-wop before recording
Look at Me Now (a favourite amongst Northern
Soul fans) for Chess when aged 17. However his
mother insisted he finished high school and when
he returned to performing, it was in the folk clubs
of Chicago.

‘Blame the homeless, blame the gays,
Or anyone with different ways
If opportunity presents, we can blame the President
Blame Islam and act afraid – we can start a new
crusade
Blame the peace, blame the war – close the windows
and bar the doors
Blame the Left, blame the Right,
Keep up the pressure day and night

In the early sixties Terry witnessed a club date by
John Coltrane’s stellar quartet which was to prove
something of an epiphany for him. He was so
overwhelmed by the intensity of the music that he
stopped playing for nine months so that he could
re-examine what he was trying to do. However,
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Blame the hot and blame the cool – blame the wise
man and the fool.
But please don’t blame our subsidies or money we
send overseas
And if you want to keep our trust – blame anyone
who’s not like us.’

changes over the years and although a quartet at
the time of their first major success on Studio One
in the 70s, they subsequently reduced to a trio and
are now touring as a duo. However, what a duo!
The original members Winston ‘Pipe’ Matthews
and Lloyd ‘Bread’ McDonald are vocalists and
songwriters par excellence.

The last number, I Don’t Want To See Myself
(Without You), was ‘by popular demand’ (a gross
understatement) and is regarded by many as
Terry’s anthem. The encore included the song he
dedicated to Miles Davis which he punned to 4
Miles. This allowed
Gary Plumley and
Jim Mullen to let
loose
their
jazz
talents
with
incendiary solos.

They were both dressed in
leather
trousers
and
waistcoats which displayed
the Jamaican flag on the
back.
The
distinctive
vocals
of
Winston
Matthews adorned a long
set which ranged from the 70s classics Firehouse
Rock and Bredda Gravalicious (Junior Jazzbo’s
description of Daddy Ernie) to Hard Living and
Equality from the 2000 album of the same name
and finished with their massive hit Sugar Plum
Plum.

Terry
Callier
reminds me in ways
of Larry Garner in
that he makes me
think and I always
leave
his
gigs
uplifted and smiling.
Dave Carroll

Cold winters are always warmed by a trip to the
dancehall but if that’s not possible then a visit
from Frankie Paul will serve doubly as well. The
‘Jamaican Stevie Wonder’ has a powerful,
nicotine-stained voice and his recordings over the
years must be well into three figures. Tonight he
went back to his early hit Pass The Tu-ShengPeng and his non-stop medley sampled songs
from the pop-soul world such as On And Off
(Anacostia?), Cupid (Sam Cooke), Sad Sweet
Dreamer (Sweet Sensation) and Baby Now That
I’ve Found You (The Foundations). It always
seems like he never wants to stop and as he sang
the words ‘Say bye bye’ over and over again, he
was led off stage, still singing even after he
disappeared from sight.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR
The Reggae Winter Fest UK Tour
Shepherds Bush Empire – 27 December 2002
Some of its fans regard Reggae as a summer
music but in ‘Hinglun’, where the weather isn’t
always too ‘fass’, we have Winter Fest. And so it
was on the day after Boxing Day, whilst some of
TFTW’s Xmas revellers were enjoying their meals
and drinks in the West End, I was in West London
dreaming of Jamaica.

Finally, appearing on stage
well after midnight (no
concessions
to
public
transport
considerations),
was the one and only
Ijahman Levi. A singersongwriter
who
swims
against the tide, his songs
inhabit a gentler world and
were performed with his
strangely ethereal vocals which hovered lazily
above the musical backing. Jah Heavy Load, Jah
Is No Secret and Are We A Warrior were all
exquisitely beautiful.

MC for the event was the ubiquitous Daddy Ernie
who seemed to have put on weight over
Christmas and, as I remarked to Junior Jazzbo,
was nothing like the slimness that served behind
the counter of Hawkeye Records in Harlesden all
those years ago. ‘Cho’ Junior demurred, ‘Him
born mampi!’ and he laughed at me through the
end of his plastic of Red Stripe.
The first of the evening’s stars was Barry Brown,
a small bearded, behatted man whose cut away
jacket and the way in which he hopped about
when singing made him look for all the world like a
flowerpot man. But there is no pre-school
influence to the lyrics of A Big Big Pollution, Jah
Jah Love Everyone and Politicians. Whilst his
heyday may have been in the eighties, his
impassioned roots style singing still struck strong
spiritual chords, especially in these troubled times.

The show ended when Daddy Ernie came on
stage to whisper in the Levi’s ear that the show
must end by 2.00 a.m. Suddenly, almost before
the next number had started, Ijahman Levi
stopped and walked off stage saying ‘I can’t sing
my songs in three minutes’. It only seemed to add
to the integrity of his music.
Dave Carroll



The Wailing Souls have been through some
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Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

85 on 16th November 2002 from complications
due to diabetes.
Born in Holly Springs,
Mississippi on June 2 1917, he had relocated to
Memphis in 1932 and by the forties he was
playing the bars and clubs of Memphis along with
the likes of BB King. In September 1953, he
entered the Sun studio and recorded some tracks
with Walter Horton and Joe Hill Louis which
remained un-issued until the eighties. Later, on
14th May 1954, he cut 'Cotton Crop Blues' and
'Hold Me In Your Arms' with James Cotton which
was released on Sun 206, one rare record. He
also recorded an album in 1997 for the Center For
Southern Folklore in Memphis.

TERRY LEE & THE WILD ONES
Westcliff Hotel, Westcliff on Sea,
Sunday, 19th January 2003.
My home town of Southend on Sea, and its
catchment area, back in the late fifties and early
sixties, was a veritable hot bed of Rock’n’Roll with
groups such as The Paramounts, The Orioles and
The Rockafellas. The scene was great and
vibrant; it was a Rock’n’Roll town. I had heard
good reports on Terry Lee and the band via the
pages of NDT and on the grapevine, so I just had
to go along and find out if these were justified and
if the band was worthy of adopting the mantle of
its predecessors. In fact, Mrs. Wilkinson and
daughter Colinda were sufficiently intrigued to
accompany myself - the group was honoured.

Bassist Arvell Shaw died aged 79 on 5th
December 2002 from a heart attack in Roosevelt,
New York. He had been a long time member of
the Louis Armstrong band, joining in 1945 and
staying for 25 years.
Percussionist Master Henry Gibson died aged
60 from a heart attack at his home in Stockholm,
Sweden on 19th December 2002. Born in
Alabama on 9th August 1942, he became the
favoured conga drummer for recording sessions
during the late sixties in Chicago. Often recording
for Chess Records, he performed on cuts by Odell
Brown & The Organisers and The Rotary
Connection. Come 1970, he worked on the first
Curtis Mayfield album and then joined him as a
member of his touring band as well as appearing
on virtually all subsequent Mayfield recordings.
During the seventies and early eighties, he
appeared on recordings by The Staple Singers,
Aretha Franklin, Eddie Harris, Loleatta Holloway,
Donny Hathaway, Walter Jackson and Tyron
Davis.

Terry models himself on a young Jerry Lee Lewis
and pounds the piano into submission whilst the
rest of the group pour out a rock solid beat behind
him. All the Jerry Lee stage tricks were served up
in abundance, raking the keyboards, head held
back, leaning over the piano, leg up on the keys.
But Terry could play the eighty-eight keys in no
uncertain way, it was just marvellous to watch and
listen. He had sufficient of himself, both vocally
and instrumentally, in there too to prevent it
becoming a mere slavish copy. The set consisted
mainly of tunes from the Jerry Lee songbook plus
a few original numbers from a forthcoming CD.
This was Rock’n’Roll in the highest Southend
tradition. Indeed, Mrs. Wilkinson was impressed
(another tick in the box).
The scary point about all this is that the group has
only been going for just over a year now; with
Terry having just turned eighteen and the Wild
Things all being around the same age. The talent
potential is awesome and, once they learn to pace
their performances a bit better, there will be no
holding them. If the band plays in your area, make
a point of seeing them perform, as I doubt you will
go away disappointed.

Guitarist Rich Dangel died on 3rd December
2002 at his home in Seattle, Washington from an
aneurysm aged 60. Born on 1st December 2002
in Texas, he and his family relocated to
Washington State when he was young. It was at
high school that he joined the Fabulous Wailers
group and in 1959, the outfit hit the big time with
the all time great rockin' instrumental 'Tall Cool
One' on Golden Crest Records. The record was a
hit all over again in 1964. The Wailers were the
forerunners of other acts from the North west area
such as The Sonics, The Kingsmen and Paul
Revere & The Raiders. Dangel was responsible
for the guitar riff on 'Louie Louie' that was copied
by the aforementioned Kingsmen and Paul
Revere plus many others when they recorded the
Richard Berry song. A selection of his work with
The Fabulous Wailers is available on the CD of
the same title on (UK) Ace CDCHD 675.

© Tony Wilkinson
February 2003.

Bernie Dwyer, drummer with Freddie & The
Dreamers, died of cancer in December 2002 in
Manchester. He had started out as a skiffle
musician. Seemingly, when advised that he had
not got long to live, he held one last party at a
local club. It was attended by friends and most
members of the Dreamers (apart from Freddie
Garrity who himself was too ill to attend). The
bash ended with all singing 'Always Look On The
Bright Side Of Life'. Next day, Dwyer was taken to
a local hospice and died two hours later.

The following is a letter from the wife of Ronnie
Dawson - sad news.
Hi to all of you, our extended family. I am writing
to tell you that Ronnie had a biopsy done
th
yesterday (Tuesday the 28 Jan) and his cancer is

Memphis blues pianist Mose Vinson died aged
26

1964). Also playing was Georgie’s clarinet/flute
player who came on stage halfway through the
first half, a brilliant player! Georgie finished off the
first half with Yeah, Yeah and wonderful versions
of Georgia On My Mind and Dixie.

back, in full force. His tongue is completely
invaded and it has spread to his lungs and is
incurable. His doctors have given him 9 months to
1 year. There is nothing that they can offer him in
the way of treatment that he is willing to do and,
even if he were willing to undergo horrible surgery
which would involve removing his tongue and his
lower jaw, which would mean not being able to
speak, sing or even eat, it would only prolong this
for another year or so of abject misery, not to
mention removing part of his lungs. He has
decided to live the way he wants for the time he
has left.

The second half was equally as good; he
explained how he came to join the Rhythm Kings
and how he first met the Stones at the Flamingo
on their first appearance at the club with six
people in the audience including himself. He then
launched into Rhythm King from, the Rhythm
Kings’ repertoire. Moondance/Fever followed (he
mentioned Eddie Cochran playing on his fateful
British tour) and then a song he'd just cut the day
before, How Blue Can Blue Get To Be and this
was its first public airing. A great self-penned track
by Georgie. He followed this by another couple of
tracks from the Fame At Last LP, Green Onions
and Point Of No Return, and finished off with My
Little Red Top. After a great round of applause he
came back out and did a solo version of Rockin’
Chair. If he's in your town go and see him… he
doesn't disappoint!

I wanted to personally write to you and let you
know before you heard it from someone else. We
are leaving here on the 26 of February to do the
Rockabilly Rave in the UK and that could quite
possibly be our last show. In the event we were
offered a show somewhere and Ronnie felt up to
it, we would do it, but this is the only thing
scheduled at this point. The docs have told him to
sing and run and just do whatever he wants as
long as he feels like it. Don't hesitate to call him if
you want, I know he will love hearing from you. I
don't know what to tell you or what else to say,
except that we love you guys.
Chris Dawson







Billy Fury Night at the Ace Café 19/10/02
This is the Ace Café’s annual tribute to Billy Fury.
The music started just before ten o'clock and the
place was heaving. If Keith Woods, Tony Barrett
and myself hadn't gotten down the front when we
did we would've seen nothing. The show opened
up with the Flames coming on first who, in fact,
would be backing all the other artists. They did a
great set, although (and throughout the whole
evening) the amps were turned up too high and
kept buzzing which was irritating. They did some
Rock'n'Roll classics including Move It, Matchbox,
Saturday Night At The Duckpond, Big Blond Baby
and Rock Around With Ollie Vee.



'Tales From The Web'
FatBelly is still unable to spend any real time on
his computer at the moment as his case of Bell’s
Palsy is taking its time to run its course. However,
if you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.









After a short break the Flames came back on and
did Apache and it was then time for the first guest,
Tommy Bruce, who launched into a great version
of Chantilly Lace. Unfortunately the lead to the
microphone came adrift but unfazed, he
immediately thrust into Bonie Moronie which really
rocked. Whenever I’ve seen Tommy he's always
put on a great show and this was no exception.
Next on stage was one half of sixties duo the
Allisons, John Allison, who was in fine form with
Hello Mary Lou and Runaway. Up next was Billy
Fury fan Billy Eden who did pretty good versions
of Do You Really Love Me Too, Like I’ve Never
Been Gone and Nothin’ Shakin’. Following him
was Dave Sampson of Sweet Dreams fame. He
would be my personal highlight of the night,
opening up with a pulsating Roll Over Beethoven
and Wondrous Place (which was outstanding,
nearly as good as Billy’s). After that there was
Never Be Anyone Else But You, Do You Wanna
Dance (he'd threatened Boppin’ The Blues which I
would've preferred), a Chuck Berry medley Johnny B Goode, Little Queenie, Bye Bye Johnny
- which closed his set.

Vidler Visits
Georgie Fame - Three Line Whip - Castle Hall,
Hertford 7/11/02
This was a rare treat to see Georgie in a local
setting, fifteen minutes from home… and he
wouldn’t disappoint. He opened on solo piano with
Lawdy Miss Clawdy, which he mentioned he
played on stage on the Larry Parnes’ tours in the
late ‘50s, early ‘60s. He then continued with Eros
Hotel, evoking memories of Soho in the fifties and
sixties, the smoky atmosphere of the Flamingo,
our seventeen-year-old editor digging those
grooves (did you have your lunchbox then Keith?).
On stage then came Georgie’s two sons; one
plays guitar and the other drums. After an
introduction it was into Mose Allison’s If You Live,
followed by Peggy Lee’s You Came Along From
St Louis, and a stunning version of Get On The
Right Track Baby (from his Fame At Last LP from
27

For your diary…
Jazz Café Camden Town
st
th
Saturday 1 March to Tuesday 4 March (£17.50)
McCoy Tyner Trio

Up then was some guy called Jet who did a good
version of Maybe Tomorrow. Then I'm afraid it
was time for our last artist, Danny Rivers, who
did a terrific version of Little Sister followed by
Can’t Help Falling In Love. Unfortunately there
was no time for his RGM material which was a
pity. The Flames finished the evening with See
You Later Alligator. It was a good evening, but
slightly marred by the problem with the amps and
the non-appearance of some billed artists
particularly Duffy Power and Chas McDevitt.

London Palladium
th
Sunday 9 March (£15.00/£27.50)
Johnny and the Hurricanes
The Spotnicks
Jet Harris and the Rapiers
The Tornados
John Leyton
Mike Berry and the Outlaws
Tate Britain
th
Thursday 13 March (£tba)
Nick Cave

(Darren also submitted a review of the Billy Fury
CD ‘The Sound Of Fury Demos’ but, take it from
me, he reinforces the view expressed earlier by
Bunter… buy it! – H)
Darren Vidler







The Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Saturday 15 March (£12)
Big Brother and the Holding Company
Astoria, Charing Cross Road)
th
Saturday 15 March (£14.50)
Tower of Power



The Buzz

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Sunday 16 March (£13.50)
Jonathan Richman

Welcome to The Buzz
First up, Gigs in and around
London.

Mean Fiddler
th
Sunday 16 March (£17.50)
Prince Buster…The Selector
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Monday 17 March (£17.50)
Shane MacGowan and the Popes

Stratford Circus
th
Friday 14 February (£16)
Courtney Pine
Tribute to John Coltrane evening

Hammersmith Apollo
th
Thursday 20 March (£27.50/£32.50)
Dionne Warwick

London Arena
th
Friday 14 February (£30/£35)
Ben E King
Millie Jackson
The Manhattans
Freddie Jackson

Forum, Kentish Town
st
Friday 21 March (£14.50)
Stiff Little Fingers

Camden Centre
th
Saturday 15 February
Harold Pinter presents I Love Cuba Cabaret
for further details contact 020 7263 6452

Jazz Café Camden Town
rd
Sunday 23 March
th
To Wednesday 26 March (£18.50)
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Monday 17 February
st
To Friday 21 February (£17.50)
Mica Paris

Dingwall’s, Camden Lock
th
Monday 24 March (£15)
BR549

Jazz Café Camden Town
th
th
Monday/Tuesday 24 /25 February
Peter Green Splinter Group

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Thursday 27 March (£17.50)
Jimmy Cliff

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
th
Monday 24 February (£16.50)
Eric Bibb

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Saturday 29 March (£20)
George Thorogood and the Destroyers

Barbican Centre
th
Monday 26 February (£9.00/£17.50)
Maceo Parker

Shake, Rattle and Roll Weekender
Vauxhall Holiday Park, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk
th
th
Friday 28 March to Sunday 30 March
Danny and the Juniors Original Matchbox
Big Bopper Junior and others

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
th
Monday 28 February and extra date added
st
Saturday 1 March (£18.50/£22.50)
The Whirling Dervishes of Damascus

Jazz Café Camden Town
st
Monday 31 March (£tba)
The Blockheads
28

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
st
Tuesday 1 April (£18.50)
Steve Earl and the Dukes

The 'Tales From The Woods' editorial board
wishes to extend a sincere thank you for the
wonderful turn out for the Christmas gang meet
th
up back on December 27 . Although, traditionally,
the Christmas bash is always popular, this one far
exceeded all expectations with nearly 30 of you
folks turning up – a record! Great! Thanks for
turning out.

Jazz Café Camden Town
st
rd
Monday 1 April to Wednesday 3 April (£15)
Ritchie Havens
100 Club, Oxford Street
th
Sunday 6 April (£14)
Chas and Dave



Wembley Arena
th
Saturday 24 May (£24.50/£30.00)
Elvis, The Concert
st
Extra date added - Sunday 1 June (£29.75)
At the London Arena







Houserockers - Gig Guide
Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

Crystal Palace National Sports Centre
th
th
Monday 26 and Tuesday 27 May
(£40.00/£47.50)
Bruce Springsteen

February 2003

Royal Albert Hall
Saturday 31st May (£22/£32)
Ibrahim Ferrer

Friday 7

th

Holy Joe's Rockabilly & RnR Club

London Palladium
th
Sunday 8 June (£tba)
Gene Pitney

Holy Cross Social Club, Dean Lane, Bedminster,
Bristol

Let’s check out some of those birthdays…
'Tales From The Woods' subscriber Grant
Phillips, one of our younger readers from Epsom
rd
in Surrey, celebrates his 23 birthday on Friday
th
14 February. Grant also wishes to send
Valentine’s greetings to his girlfriend Nigella
Crawford, xxx etc.
(and this should be a reminder to the rest of you
to get your cards sent out…)

Saturday 8th



Prince of Wales
High Street, Strood, Kent


Sunday 9th
DANNY FISHER with Elvis in Mind LIVE!!!

The Ashcroft Theatre Fairfield Halls, Croydon
One Fantastic Evening
Two Excellent Live Bands
Take a trip back to the days of Sun Recordings, right
forward to the last track Elvis ever recorded.
Tickets £15.00, £12.00, £10.00 children and OAPs
Box Office - 0208 688 9291

Dave of Bromley in Kent, birthday greetings for
th
Monday 17 February.
Also…
Best wishes to Peat, still off work until March at
the earliest… we miss you.

March 2003
Sunday 23rd

Anti-war rally in Hyde Park on Saturday 15
February.

th

Woodgrange
Southchurch Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex



The next gang meet up will be Friday 7th
March, at the Shakespear, Holborn, which
is situated 100 metres from Holborn Tube
Station along Kinsgway, from 18:30 hours
onwards. Depart for a meal at approx. 20:20.
Hope to see you all there and apologies for
the incorrect date shown last month. This is
definitely the 7th of March, guaranteed!

Friday 28th

Seven Stars
Maidstone Road, Foots Cray, Sidcup, Kent
Band Starts 9.00pm



Saturday 29th

Crondall Village Hall
The Village Hall, Crondall near Farnham, Surrey



Sunday 30th

Woodgrange
Southchurch Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex

April 2003
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Page 3 – Keith Woods

Friday 4th

Rosecroft Rock'n'Roll Club

Left Bank, The Buzz – Keith Woods

Chelsfield Road, Orpington, Kent







Mr Angry – John Howard



Waxo Wilko’s Late
Breaking News

Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe

Music Producer Phil Spector Held in
Fatal Shooting

CD Reviews – Brian Clark

Scrapbook – Neil Foster
Loony Left – Tony Papard

The Funkster – The Funkster

LOS ANGELES (Reuters) - Legendary rock and
pop record producer Phil Spector was detained on
Monday in connection with the shooting death of a
woman at a house in the Los Angeles suburb of
Alhambra, police said on Monday.

February Feature – Lee Wilkinson
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll

"Shortly after 5 o'clock this morning Alhambra
officers responded to a shooting call and
discovered a female shot inside of the location,"
Los Angeles County Sheriff's spokeswoman Faye
Bugarin said.

Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Visits – Darren Vidler
Publicity Agent – Ken Major

"She was pronounced dead at the scene and
suspect Phillip Spector (the record producer) was
taken into custody and is currently being
detained," Bugarin said. "The body is still at the
scene.

Website – FatBellyPeat
Gopher – ‘H’



Bugarin said the identity of the victim was being
withheld pending notification of her family and
described her only as a white female. She said
Spector had not been arrested.

25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

Later news added;
Just hours before Lana Clarkson was found dead
in producer Phil Spector's Los Angeles area
mansion, the two were seen leaving the Sunset
Strip House of Blues, where the actress worked.





‘Tales from the Woods’

Spector, who began his
career as a musician, is
considered a pioneer in rock
production and famed for his
Wall of Sound technique that featured lush
orchestration.





If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

Representatives for Spector,
62, could not immediately be
reached for comment.





TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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